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I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to show how sound incent! va wage 

payment plans ma.y be applied to o!,erationa in which the worker does 

not have complete control over his output. l such operations have 

been variouslY classified as machine-paced, process, or restricted 

operations. These types of operations have received very little 

inoentive coverage and are widely regarded as being Runmeasurable,· 

or "unprofitable" tor incentive payment plana. 

All industrial operations can be broken into two general 

classes, namely, those in which the worker has complete control over 

his output and those in which he does not have complete control. We 

shall designate the latter type, about whioh this paper is written, 

as "limtted control" operations. 

Operations over which the worker has complete control are gener-

ally manual effort operations in which output is a function of onlY 

the manual exertion of the worker coupled with his skill in performing 

the job. These are called hand-paced operations. Widespread 

lIncentive wage p~nt plans as used here include all payment 
plans which relace a worker's pay to his performance, thereb,.. 
creating a !7lonetary "incentive" tor the worker to work more eftec
tively. ~ome references suggest that wage incentives are related 
only to payment for worker effort; such is not the case here. 
Other sources preter to use a term such as "productlvitT bonus" 
instead of "incentive." In this paper the nomenclature matters 
little--the ideas and principles being the important items. 
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application of incentive payment plans has been made to this type of 

operation. Though dirfering greatly in detaU, all such plans are 

fundamentally the 5&'Tle and relate pay to "standard" times for per

forming manual tasks. These will be referred to as "straight incen

tive" or "piecework" plans. 

The limited control operations discussed herein can be sub

divided into tour types of operations: 

1. The 'worker performs mostly manual work but does not 

haw complete control over the amount he produces due 

to reetr:lctlons in the flow of .ork. 

2. The worker performs m.ostly l1Ult'1.ual work in operating a 

machine but does not have complete control over the 

amount he produces due to restrictions in machine 

eapacity. 

3. The worker services a machine or group ot machines which 

operate automatically. 

4. The worker attends a continuOW5 processing operation. 

Factors in these types of operations which are not controllable b.v 

the worker include machine speeds, availability of work, and varia

tions in incoming materials. On the other hand, the worker m8.1 exert 

control over factors such as machine idle time and machine adjustment 

which bear little relationship to manual effort but important relation

ship to machine output, quality, and operating coats. 

As previously stated, the purpose of this paper 1s to show how 

80und incentive wage pQ11lent plans can be applied to limited control 
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operations. To show why this subject is important, the following 

tour statements are presented: 

1. Due to widespread incenti va coverage of completely 

controlled (hand-paoed) operations, sound principles 

have been established and the subject of incentive pay-

ment nearly exhausted. Such not true of lind ted 

control operations for ~ich much study and analysis 

is needed in order to develop sound incentive princi

ples and plans. 

2. The proportion of ~ited control to complete control 

operations 1s increasing due to technological advance

m9nts which are ~~sulting in widespread replacement ot 

manual ettort by machines. 

3. Incentives for limited control operations are not 

"unprofitable," but rather th~J ~ pay otf handso~ly. 

A worker with limited control over his opera.tion may 

still control factors which have a great effeet on 

output. For eXL'nple, by reducing idle time one minute 

on a high production machine, a worker may increase 

output by more than he could with an h~ur of extra 

effort on a manual version of the same operation. Con

versely, i.t a hand-paced worker works poorly not too 

much is lost, but if a machine operator in a limited 

control situation makes an improper adjustment, thousands 

ot dollars worth ot material and machine time mq be lost. 
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4e Limited control operations are measurable in terms of 

overall worker effectiveness, but they require an 

approach different trom that at hand-paced operations. 

~ew concepts and m.ethods of measurement make the task 

euier. Nevertheless, measurement ot worker perfor

mance for limited control operations is not as straight

forward as measurement of on~v ;~al effort. 

A few eompanies have already attacked the problem ot incentives 

tor limited control operations and atter careful studies and analyses 

have developed successful payment plans tor some 11.mi ted control 

operations. Such plans embody new concepts and approaches to the 

problem of work measurement and incentive payment. Other companies 

have attempted to modify straight incentive plans and fit them to 

limited control operations. still other companies have oompletely 

avoided any form. of incentive payment tor such operations. 

The material in this paper should be of value to all three types 

of companies just described. It seeks to give a comprehensive picture 

of what has been done and may bring out new or overlooked ideas to the 

fn companies that have themselves brought a tresh outlook to the 

problem. (Individually, such companies have contributed considerable 

data tor this paper.) To the companies that have attempted to appq 

old philosophies to limited control operations, it will present a 

new approach to the problem of incant! Yes. And to companies that have 

avoided incentives for these operations, it will present an argument 

tor the adoption of incant! yes as. discussed. !l'urthermore, this paper 
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18 important even tor companies which do not wish to have anT type 

ot in cent! ve plan; good manag"ment and supervision principles demand 

the type of analysis described here in order to increase effective

neS8 with or without inoentive pay-

To achieve the stated purpose of this paper, the following 

sequence ot presentation will be followed: 

II. Philo8opny and Background - A general discussion ot 

the subject to get the reader and author on grounds 

ot mutual understanding. 

III. Descriptions and analyses of eight incentive plans for 

11m! ted control operations in actual use todq. 

IV. General Considerations 

A. Shall There Be an Incenti va Payment Plan? 

B. Motivation 

C. Measurement 

D. Economics 

V. Recommendations tor Bound incent! va plans for 11ndted 

control operations. 

V! • Summary 
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II 

PHILOSOPH! AND BACKGROUND 

This. IIt .. etlan is intended to more tully acquaint the reader with 

the basic thoughts underlying incentive p~nent plans for limited 

control operations. These thoughts are presented under the follow

ing subdivisions. 

A. Philosophy ot Incentive Payment for Limited Control 

Operations. 

B. l>rinciplea Applicable to All Inc"ntive Payment Plans. 

c. Statistics on Incentive Plans. 

D. Trends. 

Philo80EBl s! Incentive p![!ent 

for Limited Oontrol Qp!rat1ons 

Good. sound principles or management and supernsion demand 

that supervisory personnel be thoroughly acquainted nth the 

operations under their direction. Supervisors should know what 

factors are important to the operation, which ot these factors are 

oontrolled by the workers, and where emphasis should be placed in 

order to achieve max:t.mum effectiveness. Whether or not an incentive 

payment plan is devised to help get such improved performance is 

secondary to a sound application or the above principles. 
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Let us consider the proble:n of incentive payment tor a fire 

department operation. Such an operation would classif,y as a limited 

control operation. If firemen were paid b'-ff a conventional piecework 

type incentive plan, they would be paid on the basia or manual atfort 

time standards for extinguishing various kinds of fires. Therefore .. 

their paY' would increase as the number of fires increased and as 

the intenei ty ot the kind of fires increased. Under such a system, 

the, firemen would find 1 t profitable to relax fire prevention and 

fighting procedures. They conceivably could go so tar as to employ 

an arsonist to set more tires tor them. This 'would indeed be a 

poor payment plan in view of the fact that the primary responsibili

ties or tire de~~ents are to prevent fires and to extinguish tire. 

in the shortest time possible allowing a minL~ ot damages and 108888. 

To develop a more satistactor.y incentive payment plan we should 

analyze the operation and find that the firemen have 80me control 

over (1) fire prevention, (2) the time it takes to reach and extin

guish a fire, and, therefore, (3) the monetary 108s due to a tire. 

It £'ollows that any payment plan to reward the firemen for increased 

effectiveness should measure performance ld th respect, not to manual 

exertion, but to the controllable factors mentioned above. How to 

accomplish this is the problem. 

The fire department example may appear silly .. but there are 

many similar examples in more cornmon industrial situations. A main

tenance worker paid only tor manual effort (i.e. the number of repairs 

made times standard times for each repair) would, have !flore ir..centive 
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to' do a poor job leading to more and longer repairs than he would 

tp do a good job. If a m&.chine operator paced by his machine is 

paid for quantity ot production only 1 he is tempted to "fix" hie 

machine to opera.te at more than the correct or safe speed in order 

to earn more money. ~orkers on chemical processing machines which 

require lit,tle manual exertion but constant observation and adjust

ment of gauges and con'ttrols ean hardly be given proper tncenti va to 

do a good job it pay is geared only to their unu.al at.fort. 

A.1"l approach f'unda.'tlEL"ltally different from. that used on straight 

incentive plans for hand-paced operations is required tor limited 

eontrol operations. p~ be based on an overall effectiveness 

of operation ineluding all faotors under the worker's cont.rol rather 

than on marlua.l effort a.lone. Often in limited control operations, 

the worker Who does the least manual work is in reality the most 

effective worker. Such could be the case in tire department, main

tenance, and machine attention operations. "Busy"ness does not mean 

effectiveness, L~d a worker relaxing ~ith his feet on a dask!![ be 

highly eff'ectiv-e. order to have good illcentive plans lor lim.i.ted 

control operations vte must be able to measure this effectiveness. 

Th.e basic i:mediate objective in any good incentive plan is to 

get increased worker effectiveness YWtti.ch will result in increased 

quanti ty a.l'ld quill ty of production. To do this the plan must provide 

ample "N'orker moti va.t,ion through bonus pay and other !actors, and at 

the sam.c time it must pay orf economically. Gains IWst more 'than off-

set costs or establishing and administering ayst&~. A sound plan 

should accomplish the followir.g1 
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1. Pay the Vlorker for his overall effect! veness; which 

should be-

2. A function of actual operatint; results (productive 

output); on the basis of --

3. :jnly thosefac"tiJrs of the operation over which the 

worker exerts control. 

The two general classes of factors in limited control opera

tions over which a worker has control are maohine idle time and 

quality. Better machine utilization and, therefore, more produc

tivity is achieved from reduction of idle time by proper mainten

ance, rap1d servicing, and other similarfa.ctors. Likewise, the 

worker can maintain good quality by proper attentiveness and appli

cation ot his skills in operating hie equipment. 

In attacking the problem of measurement ot operator etfecti ve

ness, we might consider the following questions: 

1. 1:'ihat are the factors affecting productivity and 

qualit71 

2. ,.,'hieb of these factors does the worker control? 

,;. To what extent does the worker control 'the tactora? 

4. Wha.t is the rela.tive importanoe of the factors under 

the worker's control? 

5. How can we relate the worker's pay to his performance 

in order to give him. adequate incentive to do a better 

job? 
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'When fitting pay to performance, it must be borne in mind that, 

in a lim ted control operation, the worker t1B.y be able to save (or 

lose) much more money than he could on a hand-paced job. High 
t. 

invest.'1lent fo"!" mach:lner! &"l:1'I!£tteria 15 per 'Worker whieh is enarae-

terist1e or limited control operations m.akes this possible. In one 

example which is discussed lat.er a crew of 1'1 ve workers tending a 

costly high volume produ.ction ::nachine can save Z>50,O;)O per year 

simply by getting one ~1nute extra production per shift by reducing 

machine idle time. 

frlneiplesApplleable .!2 All Incen ti va pa.yment Plans 

Tbe foregoing discussion has been concerned primarily 1fi th buic 

philosophies of incentives tor ll.mited control operations. Now let 

U8 consider some principles applicable to all incentive plans. 

There are several. principles which app17 to an,. type ot lncen-

tive payment plan tnoluding plans for limitsd control operations. 

These principle. have been developed and proven during more than a 

half eentur,r of incentive practie~ and may be tound stated in a 

mult1t~e of fonns in numerous pUblications. 

J. K. Louden gives the following eleven ba.sic requirements ot 

a sound inoentive plant2 

2J • K. Louden, ;ge Incentives, New York, John Wiley and. So~s, 
Inc., 191,4, !lp. 46-4. 
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1. The plan should reward the employee in direct pro

portion to the increased output. 

2. The plan should 'ba 1mdarstanda.ble and easily calculable 

by the employeos. 

3. Hour];r base rates should be guaranteed. 

4. There should be enough spread between the guaranteed 

base ra.t.e and the normal bonus rate to provide lncenti Te 

to extra effort or sustained effort (25% is recommended). 

S. It should provide enough of a guarantee of standards to 

give the worker a feeling or eeeurl.ty. 

6. Definite instructions covering polie,r and methods 

should be provided. 

7. Shop procedure should be starAardized. 

8. Measured standards nmst be based on definite quality 

requirements 'nth proper a."ld direct controls placed 

over waste. 

9. :n:quitabla adjustment f'orfa1lure to meet the task wb.en 

the cause ot the failure is beyond the employeets con

trol should be provided. 

10. 0nee production is such that bonue 

costs should be consta~t. 

earned, unit 

11. To be effective tho 1.'1&."'1 must be rigid1.v maintained. 
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Solomon Barkin, Director of the Textile Workers Union ot America, 

in l1eting ten raq11irements3 agrees closely with Louden except he 

also reeo"TJ:m~nde that "W",,)rkers should be eO"'lpensated Gcrll tab~y r I)r 

incentlve pay., either because of l~ek of' volul'!uJ, ba.d m.aterial, or 

other c~J.se~ beyond the w~rker's control. (q'leh a practioe) would. 

challenge the ellg1..neer-tnrr 5taf'f I;,n"i su!)ervision to el1"inate the 

cause of the defieienc.y. 'e~orarjT rates above the base r&te should 

be provtde~ 'Where wot"ker~ are given work for whlch a. measure or work 

effort has not been set, but they should be keot to a minirnlm." 

Tn outlining an ideal approach to ineenttve problems, H. B. 

1:%.aynard4 gives the following criterial 

1. '~thuslastic eooperation a'nong management, foremen, 

workers, and the union is ne~p.5ear.r. 

2. Any successf.ul incentive plan ~.st bs.eked up by 

sound. methods and standards work. 

3.~dequate time must be 3110Wed to do a good job of 

establishing a sound in.centive pIa..,. 

4. '1'he plan '!lUst be developed on the basis of a thorough 

'tmderstanding of the philosophies, !'t!st and present J 

'Which underly tneenti vas. 

lSolomonBarkin, "Management's Attitude Toward Wage Incentive 
Systems, tt Industrial and Labor Relations H.eview , October, 1951, 
Ithaca, New York, Pp.~-to1. 

~. B. Maynard, "Changing Philosophies on tfage Incentives,n 
Mecha.nicallt)1gineerins, April, 1952, liavr Yo:£'k, pp. 271-219. 
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S. Understanding of current basic attitudes of workers in 

a group is necessar,y. 

As a last consideration in this general discussion of principles 

applicable to all incentive plans let U8 note the ten evil. Which 

oause incent! ve plans to fail as gi ven by Louden ,S 

1. Failure to have supervision play a major role in the 

program. and failure to train supervisors in the funda

mentals of industrial engineering. 

2. Failure to enlist cooperation ot employees and to gain 

their full understanding and confidence. 

3. Failure to recognize the caliber ot men and the com

petency required. to perform this work. 

4. Failure to establish standard procedures and pollci •• 

governing industrial engineering. 

S. Failure to realize that industrial engineering consist. 

of more than taking time studies and installing a wage 

incentive 87stem. 

6. FaUUl'te to guarantee standards once established against 

change unless there is a change in method, equipment, or 

specitication. 

7. Sstablishment of a ceiling on incenti va earnings above 

which an employee must not go or the standard will be cut. 
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8. Failure to analyze and establish standards tor materials 

and spoilage. 

9. Failure to establish rigid specifications and qualit)" 

standards. 

10. Failure to maintain properly and regularly measured 

standards and wage incentive installations once thq 

are established. 

The bibliography at the end or this paper lists aeveral reter-

enees which elaborate on the subjeot of incentives. These are 

recom.rnended for the reader who 'Wishes to further acquaint hLilSelt 

with the general subject of incentives. 

The general principlas of inoentive payment just given have 

been tolland in most incant! ve plans in use today. To show the 

general status of incentive plans, some statistics pertinent to the 

overaU incenti va payment picture are gi van in the next few !)ara.-

grapbe-. 

In 1-,llarch 1953, Business week6 stated that approximately S()t( ot 

all employees in U.S. induetry were paid by an incentive plan. It 

was estimated at that time that 6cY;C would be on incant! ve by 1962. 

In Deoember 1953, Dun's Revie .. .!!!!!1\fodern tnmlstry published 

reeul ta of a surveY' of worker attitudes toward incentive payment 

6BuSinessW •• k, tlarch 7. 195) J pp. 112-ll4. 
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plans.7 rrhe results suntmarized here help to fill out our current 

picture or incentives: 

1. Of those on incentive, 6~' stronglY like incentives 

and 10;' oppose them.. 

2. or those on incentive, 75% want to stq on incentive. 

3. A ma.jority of those on illcantive have some complaints 

about the system. 

4. \t.~8t workers on incentive prefer individual i-ncentive 

payment to group incentive payment. 

S.~J08t workers on daywork (non-incentive) prefer to stay 

that way. 

6. The best liked incentive plans 8X'6 found in companies 

which have good employee relations and are liked by the 

workera. 

7. The better the foremen, the better the performance 

results under incentive plans. 

It is not sufficient just to consider past principles ot 

incentive payment along with cold statistios in attacking the problem 

of incenti Yes for limited control operations. , CUrrent trends that 

may influence future incentive plans should also be considered. 

7 
A. G. Larke, "Worker Attitude on Incentives," Dun'. Review 

!!!! Modern .lndu.t!'Lf December, 19S3, pp. 61-6;. -. .., 
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Trends 

The problem ot incentive wage pay-;nent is dynamic. Changes in 

industry and its people during the past half century have caused 

gradual ch&"lges in incenti va payrnent philosophies and procedures. 

Obviously, such changes will continue. Some of the m.ore siguiticant 

trends that should influence incentive practices are: 

1. Teohnological advances resulting in replaoement or men 

by machines (oommonly called H automation") are causing 

an increase in the number of li,uited control operations. 

2. Increased investment in machinery and materials per 

worker is increasing the financial responsibility of 

workers. 

3. A need tor more technically trained machine operators 

is created by technological advances. 

4. A rise in the overall skill and education level ot 

industrial workers, especially those not engaged in 

manual operations, is a b.Y-product of technological 

advancement. 

5. A general rise in the standard of li v1ng of industrial 

workers is occurring. 

6. New techniques for work alGasurement and standard setting 

based on statistical theory are being developed. 

7. Improved electronic oomputers which can be used for 

problem solving, pl~~ing, and data processing are 

being developed. 
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The foregoing discussions of the philosophy of limited control 

incentives, general principles incentive payment, statistics on 

incentive plans J and current trends should ha.ve acquainted the reader 

with the problem at hand. 

It is the opinion or the author that thinking in the development 

and a4~nistration of incentive p~ent plans has lagged far behind 

the changes in industrial conditions where limited control operations 

are involved. 

During the past half century many good incentive plans have 

been developed for manual fiOrk. :i:arly difficulties have been largely' 

overco~ following sowld principles based on experience. In 

coznpanies where incentive plans exist, virtually all hand-paced 

operations are covered by conventIonal incentive payment plans. The 

field 'Or hand-paced operations has been al.most tt.ulked dry" with verr 

few opportunities for extended incentive coverage rema.ining. 

On the other hand" the field of limited control operations 

orrer~ unll,i1ited op~ortun1ty for l.nce£ltive coverage. However, it 

is extremely important that payment plans for limited control opera

tions bewaIl planned, set up, ~ld ~~uintstercd in order to obtain 

maximurn beneflts Wi til a mininmru. or ~rouble. A sound approach demands 

a careful analysis or each situation leading to a tailor-made plan 

based on SOUIld principles for each operation. 
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A tresh vi8l1point is necessary in order to effect! vely _asure 

a worker's performaDce on a limited control operation. Worker 

effectiveness pr1Jnarily a function the wor!(er' $ c,ontrol of 

machine idle time (and thereby, productivity), qu.a~tty, and operat

ing costs. Incanti ve bonus :nust be pnid to a worker on the basis 

or his overall effectiveness which should he a. function of actual 

operating resnllts on the basis of only those factors of the o~ratlon 

over which the operator exerts control. 

There are a few cornpan:tes '\-vhich have devised incenti va payment 

plans for liIni ted control operations with varyinG degrees or sucoess. 

Eight of the plana are described in the next section of this paper. 
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III 

ANALYSIS OF EIGHT DJCENTIVE PLANS 

IN CURRENT. USE FOR LtMITED CONTR0L OP:t"'RATlOtfS 

The eight plans analyzed here represent attempts by companies to 

f1 t inc anti ve payment plans to limited control operations. All ot 

the plans have been successful, but they all have distinct disad

vantages or limitations. 

study and analysis of these plans by the reader should give him 

an insight into (1) hOlf incentive plans have been applied to various 

types of ~tmited co.ntrol operations, (2) some or the difficulties 

which may be encountered in such plans f and (3) some of the sound 

techniques of measurem.ent and payment which may be applied to other 

plans. 

The particular operations involved and the mechanics of the 

payment plans are only summarily described in this section ot this 

paper. Complete descriptions are given in appendix A. For easier 

understanding, the plans have been simplified in the descriptions 

without 108s ot significant details. 

One or more of the plans A through H were designed for each 

ot the four types ot limited control operations described earlier. 

Typ! I - The \t) rker performs mostly manual~ rk but does not 

have co.m:plete control over the amount he produces due to 

restrictions in the tlow of work. Applicable plan - A. 
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!lP! 2 - The worker performs mostly manual work in operating 

a machine but does not have complete oontrol over the amount he 

produces due to restrictions in machine capac! ty • AppUcable 

plans - B and C. 

TlR! .J - The llOrker services a machine or group of machine a 

which operate automatically. Applicable plans - OJ D, E, " and 

o. 

!Yea 4 - The worker attends a continuous processing operation. 

Applicable plan - H. 

Several terms which m.ay be unfamiliar to the reader appear in 

the analyses which tollow. For convenience, these terms are defined 

herer 

1. Downtime - In machine operations, aU time that a 

machine is not operating (producing product) 1s called 

downtime. Usual reasons for downtim.e occurrences are 

machine adjustments, cleanup, maintenance, product 

change, and operator negligence. 

2. stardard ~ - There are many definitions at "standard," 

but for simp11city the following is used here: The 

ti.'l'!le required tor a task to be performed by qualified 

operators working at a nomal pace, plus allowances tor 

personal tL_ (rest and delaY'). Nortt'Al pace is the maxi

mum pace a worker can be expected to Tsaintain over a 

period ot several hours without undue fatigue. This 1s 
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generally referred to as 100% effort in rating for 

leveling of time study data. Standard times as used 

here are 100% of so-called high task standards.8 

.3. Percent ~ - This is a descriptive term used to 

indicate the amount ot manual effort required in limited 

control operations, and it 1s based on the standard 

tL~e concept described above. It a worker is on the 

job tor eight hours and the standard times for &llthe 

manual tasks he doe. total six hours, then he is said 

to be "75% busy" meaning that his job required him to 

work at 100% manual effectiveness for only 7$% ot the 

tL1l8 he wu on the job. He may actuall,y work taster 

or slower than 100% at times depending on the na.ture 

of his job. 

4. GrouE and Individual Incentive - In individual incentive 

pa;yment, incenti va bonus percent (or pay percent) is 

calculated individually tor each worker based only on 

his performance. In gToup incentive pqment, an incen

tive bonus percent (or pay percent) is calculated for 

a group of workers based on their collective perfor

mance. Group incentive is generally used either when 

the . operation requires teamwork from a group of workers 

8Far a 'tllOre detailed discussion of standard times see R. V. 
Barnes, Motion and !!!! studz, Third Edition, New York, ,Tohn Wiley 
and Sons, tnc., -,:'949. 
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or when the operation is of such a nature that it ia 

impossible or not feasible to measure the performance 

efrectiveness of individual workers. 

s. D!l!ork ~ - This is the hourly rate paid to a 

qualified worker on a job not on incentive and is also 

known as the base rate or job rate. For convenience 

in comparing the plans described here, a daywork rate 

of $2.00 is used.' 

6. Incentive bonus .2£ premium - This is all payment made 

to a worker in excess ot the d.ay1t> rk rate tor the job 

being pertormed. In some cases where merit rating 

plans are used tor workers, a worker may reeel va an 

individual rate based on merit rating when he does not 

work on incentive. In these instances incentive bonus 

or premium 18 actually all payment made in excess ot 

the individual rate ot the worker. For simplicity ot 

comparison, only daywork rates are used as a basis tor 

illustrations in this paper unless noted otherwise. 
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Plan A --
Plan A ls designed for a type 1 situation in which the worker 

performs mostly manual work but does not have complete control over 

the alUount he produces due to restrictions in the flow or work. 

Desoription 

A current application of plan A 1s to a laborator,y operation 

in which a worker performs a chemical analysis ot product samples. 

The workload varies to require from one hill man to one and a halt 

men (working at 100% effectiveness) for a given shift. One man is 

required to be in the lab at all times regardless of how low the 

workload gets. Additional help can be secured 1t necessary' when the 

workload is high. 

Incent! va premium is bued on manual err ort in order to encour-

age the lforker to do u much work as possible without using addt tional 

help. Standard times baaed on produotion are established for all 

operations performed by the worker. The plan differs from straight 

piecework plans because adjustments are made to reflect true worker 

effeotiveness (which differs from production effectiveness) earned 

trom the sta.'ldards and 10lf ettecti veness due to low workload which 18 

not the worker's fault. 

True manual effectiveness changes 8% tor a 10% change in pro

duction effectiveness which is calculated trom standard hours earned 

divided by actual hours worked. True manual effectiveness equals 

production effectiveness at 100%. The true manual effectiveness would 
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be the ideal percent to p~ the worker if no restrictions existed in 

the workload. 

A 1weup allowanee is a.dded to true '!la.'r1ual effectiveness in 

calculating the pay percent. This is done in order to compensate the 

worker for low workloads and to assure bin the opportunity to aver

age 27% premium above his daywork rate if" he "WOrks at a tn. l~ 

pace. 

The two adjustments mentioned are combined in the chart shown 

in figure 1, page .30. Production effectiveness is read into the 

ohart to find the par percent. Pay is equal to pa.y percent times 

120~ of the daywork rate times the actual hours worked. 

A!!!b!18 

Plan A provides a method ot paying lncenti ve premium on opera-

tions which m~ be alternately hand-paced or limited control with 

insufficient work available to keep the worker 100% busy. The best 

solution in such situations is to assign filler jobs to the worker to 

be done for additional premium during would-be idle time. F~yer, 

this cannot alwqs be done as was the case here. When situations 

suoh as described for this plan arise, it is ttenerally advantageous 

to have incentive payment, especially since there 1s abundant work 

at times. It is not feasible, though, to let the operator's earn

ings Butter ex:cesaivel1' when w>rk 1s scarce. Hence the mAkeup 

allowance is used in this plan.. The makeup allowance chart is revised 

periodically as workload changes to keep average eaming. for a 

worker working at a 100% pace at 106% or the incentive rate (121% x 
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1. Read production effectiveness into the 
hori.ontal axis. 

2. Go up to the pq line. 

3. Go lett and read pq percent from the 
vertical ax.1e. 

Exa~pl.f 100% production effectiveness: 106% par. 

FIGURE 1, '8.7 Chart - Plan J. 
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DQ'WOrk rate). When average workloads can be built t sufficiently, 

the makeup will disappear. 

Aaother signifioant feature of this pla~ i~ the/adjUstment 

made to arrive at a true manual effectiveness. Studies shond that 

when the worker turned out 10% ~ore production for • given amount 

ot tL"'Tle J his manual output only increased 8%. This was due to the 

tact that he could work more ettectlve\y at higher workloads. 

No attempt was made to evaluate operator effectiveness in 

terms other than manual effort, such as the qualitY' of his work, 

and the speed with which he renders the service of reporting the 

results ot his analysis of a 88..'I9'le. 

Advantse. 

1. ~Ak.eup is calculated with the pq percent ani posted .eparate17 

to indicate clearly to the worker that it is a makeup al101f'ance 

and subject to change. 

2. Makeup is based on average workloads, is revised periodically, 

and gets smaller as workloads get b~ater to the point that it 

may be eli':linated. 

3. f"!akeup is used to guarantee a 27% honus as long a.s the worker 

maintains a 100% pace. 

4. The worker is on straight incentive above 108% true effective-

ness. 

s. Makeup becomes constant below 83% true effectiveness to dis-

courage workers from taking &1vantage of it. 
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6. In the makeup portion ot the pay line between 83% and 108% 

truf;! effectiveness incentive is weak, but there 18 some incen

tive to reach the straight incentive above, 108%. 

Dlaadvantyea 

1.A worker working a.t 100% true effectiveness on this plan gets 

more pay (106~) than a. worker at lOO~ true effectiveness on a 

conventional straight incentive plan. 

2. V{orkers m&y' understand the plan and teel it is fair atter 

proper explanation, but nevertheless they may be discouraged 

whenever increased workload causes a reduction in makeup 

allowance. (The big argument against thi$ is that makeup is 

a gift and they should be happy with whatever they do get). 

3. '''{orkel's In&y' take advantage of the m.akeup portion of the pay 

curve to do poor work with little penalty in pI.7. From 83% 

to 108~ true effectiveness percent a 1% decrease in true 

worker effectiveness would result in only a 0.2% decrease in 

pay. 

SWlJDl8.tz 

This plan haa merit tor the restricted case to which it applies. 

The glaring makeup allowances should stimulate s'tq'ervision to build 

the job up to a tully hand-paced level. An altemat1ve plan in 

such cases is to use a straight piecework type plan and let earning8 

tall below lOO~ if the Vlorkers .ill accept suoh conditions. straight 

daywork payment is poor because the worker probably would call in 
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add! tional help when workloads rise; under incenti va he probablT 

would work harder and increase his earnings. Clearly indicating 

the degree of makeup and periodically revising it are good ideas 

although the" m~ cause minor difficulties. The stud,y to deter

mine worker t:rne effectiveness nth respect to production effective

ness is interesting and m~ be applicable to m~ other operations. 

The principle 1s somewhat new and needs further study. 

Many variations can be considered for this plan such a8 making 

the average earnings lower than 27% premium over the daywork rate, 

changing the slope of the makeup curve, etc. (In this ease 27% 

premium was neoessar.r to meet average earnings tram a previous 

incentive plan.) 

A possible way of atrengthening the measure or performance 

would be to include factors such as eftectiveness of the service 

rendered by the wo:t'ker and qu.al! ty of his work. 
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Plan B --
Plan B applies to type 2 operations in which the worker per

forms mostly manu~l work in operating a machine with restricted 

production eapaeit,r_ 

Descri;etlon 

This plan was designed for a plastic molding machine operation 

in which the worker performs m.anual work 1n operating the machine 

but is lind ted in maximum output by a restriction in machine qcle 

time. The worker cannot be~ter the set machine cycle time of )0 

seconds, but, if he is slow, he mq exceed the cycle time thereby' 

causing producti va output to fall short of the machine t s capacity. 

to keep the machine operating at maximum capacity the worker needs 

to work at a normal 100% pace tor only 22 seconds of the )0 second 

cycle. Product qUality 1s not controlled qy the operator. 

P81' is based on a percent effectiveness which is equal to 

actual production divided by maximum possible production. 'Pq 

percent is the percent effectiveness plus S~. Therefore, if' the 

worker maintains the )0 second cycle time throughout a. shift, 

achieving maximum possible production, his paypereent 'Will be 

lO'~. p~ is equal to pq percent times hours worked times 120,( 

of the daywork rate. 
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AA!9:sis 

This plan is well suited for the si tuation in -which the worker 

ls paced by his machine which ha.s an easy to meet e-r/cle ti_ but 

requires constant operator presence a.nd attention. rlaxlmum pay per

cent of 105% is earned -.hen the worker gets 100% utilization of the 

machine's capac! ty • This is equal to a maximum incentive bonus ot 

26. above the dqwork rate. Lunch and manda:tory personal breaks 

are paid for at the P81' percent earned while the worker is actual.ly 

operating the machine. S07nQ oo:o.panles would pay tor such ti.'1t8S at 

100% pay percent or even at the daywork rate. Such changes could be 

easily made in the plan m.thout altering its basic philosophy. 

Advantsea 

1. Pay is baled on the degree to which the worker maintains the 

machine cycle time which 1s the only lm.portan t factor over which. 

he has control. 

2. The plan is simple and ea81' to administer. 

Disadvantage 

The lfOrker may feel he deserves the opporturrl. ty to earn a 

higher pay percent than his job or the pfQ'ment plan permits. 

Sl!!!!!.!Z 

This plan has good incentive value combined with simplici t7 J 

ease of administration, and ease of measurement. It is adequate tor 

the type of 81 tuatlon to 1il lob it applies. 
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Plan C --
Plan C is best sui ted for type 2 operations in which the worker 

performs manual. work in operating a machine 'With restricted prod-no-

tlon capacity and type 3 oyerations in which the worker servioes a 

machine or group of machines which operate automatically. 

Description 

In jobs normally covered by this plan, the worker can best 

serve his company (1) by increasing production by good machine 

operation and reduction, or downtime and waste, (2) by improving 

quality, and (3) by reducing operating costs. 

The pay;nent plan is geared to (1) manual eftort and (2) "other 

factors" performance. Standard times &ore set for all manual opera-

tiona. ;~t\ld1es of "other factors" are made to determine the factors 

such as dOlmt1me and qual1 ty that are controlled by the worker, the 

extent to which he oontrols each factor, and the financial impor-

tance of' his control over each factor. From one to three such rae-

tors are measured tor inoentive p~ purposes. standards or 

perform.arlee can be calculated. Total "other factors" performance 

is a weighted average of performance on the individual factors. 

Manual effort percent and "other factors" performance percent are 

read into the chart shown in figure 2, page 37. 

No incenti". premium is earned tor performance under 70% on 

either manual etfort or other factors. Premium. become. progressiveq 
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Manual Ettort Percent 

1. Read. manual eftort percent into the horizontal 
ax1a. 

2. Go up to the proper line tor other factors 
percent ettect! veness. 

1. Go lett and read pay percent from the 
vertical axis. 

~let9O% manualetfort and 90% other factors 
ettect! vanes. • 11,% pay. 

Flamm 2 t Pq Chart; - Plan C 



greater as other factors percent erfectiveness increases since 

improvements become ~ore diff1cult to achieve as effectiveness 

increases. 

Analz!18 

The logical approaCh of this plan makes it an excellent 

tncent1vetramework tor almost any operation in which manual effort 

requirements exceed 70%. A sound approach is used to the problem 

ot measurement of a worker's contribution to the compaqy and payment 

ot ineenti ve premium in relation to the contribution. 

The plan has been ver,y successtul in actual operation on a 

wide variety ot operations covering over 1,000 'WOrkers. The workers 

are satisfied with the plan and their incentive pay; the COl'!lp$1'l7 is 

satisfied with its large cost savings due to the pl~~. 

~otewo~Pl Characteristics 

1. The use ot factors other than manual effort tor premium. pay is 

based on careful analy'a1s of eaoh 81 tuation to determine the 

relatl"V'e values ot all factors and their standard values. 

2. Machines and processes are always l'lm at capacity an.d the 

standards are based on these rated capacities. \then production 

requirements are low, machines and processes are still run at 

capacity but for shorter periods of tinte • 

.3. Maintenance men are being included under the plan and although 

they may not be 7(J!, busy they are aU given pay r or 100% m.anual 

effecti ven.ess plus premium r or Ifothel· f' actors. It 
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4. The plan 18 constantly au.dited, upgraded, and modified to iJunute 

continued satisfaeto17 results. 

Ad:Yatl!5ae 

1. All significant factors under the worker's control are included 

in the pq calculation according to weighted importance baaed on 

studies. 

2. All standards are based on careful study aai anall'si8. 

3. The worker has increasing incentive to improve performance on 

other factors as ma'flual ettort gets higher (up to l~). 

4. For any given manual eftortpercent the incentive to improve 

performance on other factors increases as the other factors 

performance effectiveness rises (greater 1'81' gain tor going tro. 

9$% to 100% than trom 80% to a5~) due to the tact that improved 

perf'ormance becomes more d1tficult at higher levele. 

S. The plan. although somewhat complex, is understood and liked by 

the workers. 

D18advanta~e. 

1. A gap exists between workers at 6~ and 70% manual effort. The 

69% worker can earn no premiull1 but the 7\11. -m>rker can earn around 

20% premium for 100% effectiveness on other factors. This border

line case is avoided in all but a few cases by building up jobs 

appreciably above 7~ manual effort. 

2', OeeasiQ.nal17, a worker exceeds 100% other factors percent etfec

tiveness bY' better than standard output (usually due to a method 



improvement 1'.', the worker). 'or this he still recei vee onq 

1OCY:C tolrard premium and the staluiarti can be revised to inolude 

the better method. 'l'h1.s obviously d~.seourages superior operator 

p8:r'tormance. It may be supplemented hy a met..hod improvement 

incentive award in the future. 

J. The an al.jrs1s and study required to set standards and administer 

the plan is costly. 

4. Occasionally some workers have ditf'1eulty understanding why in 

8o~eeasee a l~ mannal effort increase MaT net on11 a J% ~ 

inerease (other factors percent errectt veness being constant). 

~. In some a1 tuations, manual eftort may not be a significant 

measure ot the worker's contribution to the companr. 

SUJJ¥Il!tl 

This is an excellent plan and def'ini te17 the beat of' the eight 

plans di,sCUBSed from the standpoint of thoroughness and soundness of 

measure And broadness of scope ot applicability. It has proven 

1 teel! by yean of very sucoessful operation resulting in increased 

wages to the workers a.n.d larr?'e savings to the company. Although it 

can hardly be called. a perfect plan or panacea tor incentives it 

nevertheless 18 an established f'ra .... ork ot tundamentals wi t.hin 

which good incentive plans can be constructed tor almost any job. 

Furthermore, the measurement approach is sound and comprehensive ~ 

that alltaetors are studied and the 'Dlan bued on the factors ;which . ' . ... - { 

are slgnitieant and controllable by tbe operator. However, t~ 
1 
I 

listed disadvantages must not be oftrlooked, one ot the moat 
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important being the lack ot application for operations with less 

than 70%. DWlual eftort requirements. Also, manual effort is a 

prime un1 t ot measure but may not actually be a factor in worker 

effectiveness tor all cases. High cost or study and administration 

requires that such a plan justify its existence by large savings. 
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Plan D --
Plan D covers type 3 operations in which a group of workers 

services an automatic mao~ne. 

Deacript10n 

This plan was designed especially tor a particular operation 

in which the workers' function is to service tLl'\ automatic machine 

and see that it operates at maximum effectiveness. The operation 

consiets ot a number of machines, each operated by a crew ot about 

five men. Each machine operates automatica1l1 except for various 

downtimes. Crew members can increase output only by (1) minimizing 

downtime by better than standard performance ot manual tasks during 

downtimes and by (2) keeping the machine adjusted properly 80 no 

waste will occur. Manual ettort 18 expended mostly tor handUng 

the product and tor performing downtime tasks. The -.,rkera are 

between ,0% and 7,% busy. 

The p~ent prooedure utilizes a measure of machine etfective-

ness and of manual effort. Machine etfecti veness increases as the 

amount of waste which i8 the crew' 8 tault decreases and ae pertor-

manea against do_time standards improves. 'Manual ettort 18 measured 

on an empirical basis by the number of CarlS of product handled and 

the number of downtimes encountered. Average cans and downtimes 

yields an incenti va bonus pay percent which is adjusted periodicalq' 

to always average 5% with a range ot 0% to l~. Pay percent 1s the 

total ot machine effectiveness which averages about 99% and manual 
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ettort pay percent which averages ,%. Pay is equal to PST peroent 

times hours worked times 120% of the daywork rate. Pay is oalculated 

each shift tor each machine. All crew members of a machine earn 

the S41!le pq percent. 

Anags18 

This plan functions very well in the particular situation to 

which it applies, namely a machine operation in 'Which !'he operating 

crew has no control over machine speed but does oontrol to some 

extent quality and downtime. A rough cost est1:mate indioates that 

a one minute reduotion in downtime each shift (1014 shifts per year) 

would result in increased production which would yield extra prof! t 

of ,,0,000 per rear. This Is certainly ample justification for so_ 

sort of incentive to "squeeze- extra production through reduction in 

downtime. It can be done on this .1ob by good perfonllanee without 

impairing produot qual! ty • (Savings as shown here are not unc08lon 

tor high produotiQn machinery in which investment in eq'J.ipment and 

material far exceeds labor cost per operating minute.) 

A noteworthy' characteristic of the plan is the distinction made 

between waste product attributable to the crew and to other sources. 

The crew 1s paid tor waste product over which they had no control 

as it it were good product. If the source or waste is doubtful. a 

mild penalty 1s usessed against the crew by gi v1ng only 0.9 instead 

of 1.0 standard hours per machine hour. 
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Advan:tye. 

1. Pay is baaed. on factors under the crew's control with the 

exception of relative activity which is based on production 

schedules set b.y supervision. 

2. the relati va aott vi t;y ohart is eaq to maintain. 

3. Downtime standards are the only part, or the plan which calla 

tor detailed time study. 

Dls.advan!:!ie,. 

1. The plan exereises no control over crew labor hours. Super

visors assign erew sizes. 

2. Oeeisions must be made by supervision regarding fault for all 

non-standard product (this is good in part in that it torees 

supervision to locate causes) • 

.). Ad.1'flinistration is semi-complex and some operators have ditti

cu ty understanding the plan. 

4. Earning oP!'ortun! ty 1s lim.i ted due to the relatively small 

percent ot total time over Whieh the operator can exercise 

control (i.e. downtimes). 'rh1s may not give enough monetary' 

incentive to get better performance. For example, for saving 

a valuable one minute downtime on a shirt a worker's extra 

earnings would be o~ 4; for the eight hour shift. Or I in other 

words, to raise pay by l~ (19.2; per shift) 4.6 minutes or 
downt1memust be saved. 
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Sumraag: 

This plan embodies a sound approaoh to the problem at hand 

and. has proven satisfactory. The complexity of the plan 1s to 

be expected in this type situation and 1s not a major factor. 

Limitationa which could cause difficulty are the plants lack ot 

control over labor hours and the small monetary gain tor improved 

performance. 
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Plan E --
Plan E was designed for type j operations in Which crews of 

workers service automatic machines which operate nearly continu-

oua17. 

Description 

Plan E applies to cnrn operating a special type of continuous 

automatic processing equipment. Each crew consists of from two to 

tour men as determined j.,. supervision and operates one or two 

machines. the machines produce continuous strips ot a plastic which 

must be handled by the workers. Machine speed 1s not controlled bT 
I. 

the workers. Good and alert worker performance 1s necessary to m1n1-

mia. waste by keeping the m.achines properly adjusted. The process is 

complex and requires frequent attention from the crew members who 

are SO% busy on the average. 

Fixed 1'8.1 equal to 10$% times the daywork rate times hours 

worked on incentive 1s guaranteed to the workers. Premium pay equal 

to 2~ of the daywork rate is added. to the tixed pay for each hour 

good product 18 produced. Additional premium pay 1s given lIhen 

authOrized waste is produced. 

Authorized waste consists ot a small percent at standard allowed 

waste and waste which is produced purposely according to supervisory 

instructions. All other waste is unauthorized. The standard aJ.lowed 

waste is based on the previous six months unauthorized waste average. 

the purpo8e~ produced waste is economically teasible to run during 
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operation. such as product change and minor cleanups since 1 t 1. 

very costly to shut-down and start-up a machine. 

In otber words, premium is paid for all time on inoenti va 

except time during which unauthorized waste is produoed. Pay 18 

calculated each shift. Each crew is regarded as a group for 

incentive P«1 purposes. 

Anagsis 

This plan incorporate. .. sound basic philosoph1 ot pq.lng 

incentive premium tor all good product or authorized waste which is 

produced. The incentive, therefore" 18 to minimize unauthorized 

waste regardless ot the cause. 

Notewortpz Cbaracter1stiOll 

1. By' pa.y1ng 105% ot the dqwork rate for all hours on incentive 

a guarantee is established. For all premium hours (hours 

producing good product or authorized waste) 20% ot the daywork 

is paid as premium. As premium bours rises trom 0 to 8.00 or 

from 0% to 100% premium, pay will only- rise 20%. Since pay is 

onl\r 20% variable with respect to production as shown here, a 

S~ increase 1n good product produced ~ result in onl1 a 1% 

increase in pay. This dilutes the strength of the incentive 

payment cona1d.rab~. 

2. On the other hand, by paying some premium for all good produc

tion, a serious disadvantage ot a previous plan for this opera

tion 1s eliminated. Under the older plan, workers were guaranteed 

the dqwork rate &1'ld premium was 100% variable with respect to 
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production. Whenever premium hours earned dropped below 6.6$ 

per eight hour shUt, no premium could be earned. Therefore, 

once a crew had experienced over 6.00-6.6, • 1.3$ hours ot 

unauthorised waste in a shift they had no incentive, p~ent 

wise, to try to get the machine adjusted and producing stan

dard product. 

3. A crew under this plan always can earn 80me premium regardlna 

ot the trouble thq experience. The lame is true r or a crew 

taking over a machine producing wute from a previous shift. 

4. A standard waste allowance is allowed baaed on average 

unauthorized waste tor each m.achine tor the previous six 

months. 

A.dvantages 

1. The workers al-.,.. have some incanti ve to earn extra premium 

by producing good product. 

2. The plan is simple enough to be understood and administered 

easily. 

3. Machine speed is not a laotor. Premium is paid only for goad 

product plus authorised waste. 

Dlsadvantye8 

1. The plan exercises no control over crew labor hours. Super

vision establishes crew 81zes and make. machine usignments. 

2, No determination is made u to responsibility for unauthorized 

waste. For example, it one crew gets a machine into waste 
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trouble by poor performance and the crew taking over the machine 

on the next shift inherits the condition,the new crew must get 

out ot the trouble before they can earn premium. However, the 

new crew does have the opportu.n1 ty to adjust the machine and 

start earning premium. Another example would consist of waste 

caused by mechanice.l troubles. No determination is made as to 

whether or not the,.. are the fault of the cre.... The argument is 

advanced that incant! ve premium should not be paid for unauthor

ized. waste whatever the cause. 

3. there are no time standards set tor the duration ot running 

authorized waste during scheduled waste hours. The actual 

time taken 1s allowed. 

4. Monetary gain from incentive premium ia small tor increased 

production. one hour extra ot good product results in only a 

2.,% pay gain. Thus the stren~th of the tinancialinoentlve 

18 doubtful. 

S. The periodic adjustment or the standard allowed waste means that 

the workers are working against themselves in attempting to earn 

extra premium by bettering put waste performance. 

SU!!!l7 

The plan 18 performing satisfactorily in the situation described 

here. However, the incentive is weak am measurement is not thorough. 

Although the simpliCity here is advantageous, a more sensitive measure

ment and incentive procedure should make the plan better tor this 1iJpe 

ot situation. 



Plan , --
Plan F applies to type ) operations in which a worker service. 

automatic machines. 

Description 

This general payment plan 1s sui table r or a wide variety or 

operations. In the operations normally covered by this plan, workers 

servicing automatic machines may lncreue output 'b:r maintaining 

qual! tY', by keeping the machines properly adjusted and operating 

correctly, and by reducing downtime. 

Incentive pay is related to the manual effort requirement. ot 

the operation with adjustments being made for quality and utilization 

ot the machinels capacity to produce. Time standards are established 

tor all manual work done while the machines are operating. The.e 

atandards are expressed in lUll hours per machine hour and assist in 

assigning machines to men as well as being a basis tor pqment. The 

actual standard hours allowed tor pay purposes is oalculated by 

adju.sting the manual time standards by multiplying them. by qual! t,. 

performance and machine production effectiveness (actual production 

divided by standard production capaci t,,). Other time standards are 

set for dOlfntimes such as oleanu.p and product change and give an 

opportun1 ty to earn more pay tv reduoing downtimes. 

Incentive bonus pay 1s ,~ variable with respect to overall 

etfecti veness and starts at 67" overall effectt veness. Thus J tor 
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every 2% overall e.rfecti veness increase above 67% ,pay- will increase 

1%. overall efr.cti veness of lOO~ would earn pay equal to 116.S% 

ot the daywork rate. The daywork rate is guaranteed to each worker. 

Pay is calculated. each shift. 

An!lla18 

one of the outstanding features ot this plan is the wide 

variety of operations to which it can be applied. It is a fairJ¥ 

simple plan to set up and administer although time standards are 

required for operator effort on all operations. Es,entially it 1. 

similar to the Halsey ,0-509 type of incentive plan for hand-paced 

operations in which incentive pay is ,0% variable with respect to 

effectiveness and begins at 67% effectiveness. The most sign1fi-

cant feature of the plan as far as pay calculation is ooncerned is 

the adjustment ot manual efr ecti veness wi th quali t;r and machine 

production effectiveness factors. The plan has proven very effective 

in actual use on a number of different operations. 

Adventy •• 

1. T1me standards for manual work aid in assigning balanced 1I)rk-

loads to operators. 

2. The plan can be applied to a wide variety ot operations. 

9For a description ot the Halsey Plan, see L. P. Altord, : 
J. p. Bang$, ProductiQn Handbook, New York~ Ronald Pre.l, 19,0" 
pp. 1201-1203. 
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3. the plan is fairly simple and easy' for the workers to under

stand. 

4. The busiest and best operators receive the most ~. 

5.!lachine production effectiveness and quality performance are 

measured and play an important part in the pay calculation. 

Dlsadvan!!iea 

1. Time standards may be difficult or cost17 to establish tor SOII18 

.jobs. 

2. Operations requiring low physical effort have little or no 

chance to earn incentive bonus regardless of' performance in 

controlling quality. production ettectlveness, and downtime. 

3. Equal emphasis is placed on quality and production eftective

neS8 which may not al1f'8.j's be a sound relationship. In addi

tion, there may be other significant factors under the worlcerta 

control which are not measured bT the plan. 

4. Mamal eftort may not be a significant measure ot the contri

bution ot the worker to the comp~. 

S!!!!!% 

This is a good simple general plan. Probably its weakest point 

18 the tact that production effectiveness and quality performance 

are picked as measured factors and given equal weight on a blanket 

type coverage. More flexibility providing tor detailed anaqais as 

to wha.t factors should be included (and to "What extent) may correct 

the weakness. 'l'he plan is equitable to all operators, and. sin,. 



ltpays more for the heavier manual effort jobs, supervisors are 

stimulated to assign .ork to operators on as near equal abasia as 

peen ble. The 1imi ted variability of peo- of' 5~ dulls the monetary 

incenti ve. There 1s no wq provided to pa;y incant! va premium. tor 

operations requiring lUanual effort below about 67%. Although super

vision should. be stimulated to eliminate such jobs, there are time. 

that it may be worthwhile to pay incentive based completely on 

factors other than mmual ertort. 
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Plan. G covers a type :3 operation in which crews of 'Workers 

service automatio machines. 

Des Qri:et1on 

Plan Q 1s a group P81Dlsnt plan tor loom fixers in a weaving 

operation. Loom fixers are workers whose job consists of keeping 

a number of looms operating and in adjustment. In other words. 

the1rjob i8 to min1m.1ze downtime. Three loom fixers mq seMice 

100 looms. In this operation, perfect loom production effeott ve

ness ls 100%. Average loom productive effectiveness betore instal. 

ling th1$ incentive plan was 9QC. 

Loo'1l fixers are gi van an incent! ve bonus amounting to 1.8 

til11e& the percent by which their aetualetreetiveness exceeds the 

90% pre-incentive average. Therefor3. a crew achieving 95% loom 

productive etfectiveness would earn a bonus ot 9%. Pay 13 equal 

to 100% plus the bonus percent (total) \.111188 hours worked tLlftes 12~ 

ot the dqwork rate. All m.embers ot a crew ot loom fixers (usuall7 

three men) earn the same bonus as a group. Pay is calculated 

weekl;y. 

The plan measures basical.ly the extent to which the loom fixer. 

minimize downtime. However, allowances are given for downtimes not 

the fault o.f the fixers in order to prevent a 108s ot bonus PaJ". 
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Analyei. 

1his plan has been auecesstul tor the loom fixers and might 

be applica.ble to many machine tending operations in which a woricer 

or crew of workers is charged with getting full utilization trom a 

group ot machines by minimizing downtime only. 

The sole basis tor payment in this plan is the control ot 

downtL'I11e. tfeither manual effort nor other factors which may be 

controlled. by the workers are considered by the plan. 

N'o control is exercised over downtimes which are not chargeable 

to the loom fixers. 'Possibly such downtimes could be controlled b7 

another incentive plan tor the workers concerned. 

Using past production data to establish a standard or perfor

mance, as was done here with the 90% pre-incenti va average.. 1s 

genera.l.ly regarded as an unsound practice. However .. the danger ot 

runaway rates due to poor standards 18 minimized in this case by 

the tact that maximum effectiveness is limited to 100%. 

Experience with the plan in operation has shown that the loom 

fixers realize that MstilJ made adjustments cause longer downtimes 

later and.. therefore, theY' do good work. The tact that pay is cal

culated weekl.1 helps to encourage them to avoid sloppy work. 

Advantage!, 

l. The payment plan is geared. to machine effectiveness rather 

than manual effort since machine etfeet! venel8 i8 the best 

single measure or worker performance. 
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2. A strong incentive 1s offered by pqing 1.8% extra premium 

tor ever,y 1% increase in effectiveness. 

3. The plan is simple to administer and easy for the workers to 

understand. 

4. Average loom productive etfectiveness has increased trom. 90% 

to 95% since the plan was installed. 

D1ea4vantye, 

1. \'{hen effect! veness falls below ~.f no bonus :is earned. and no 

monetar,y incentive rematns to keep ettectivenees as high as 

possible. Therefore, one bad day could destroy incentive tor 

a week. 

2. "f'e::! is calculated weekly instead ot on a shift basis. The 

reason tor this is to encourage workers to do good work which 

will result in maximwn effectiveness over long periods. Never

theless, daily pay calculations are still desirable to let the 

workers know where they stand. 

). No sound system is esta.blished to aid in detemining whether or 

not unscheduled downtims$ are the fault of the loom fixers. 

\ S!!!!!£.t; .. 

This plan has been successful in the particular application 

described here. Its strong points are measurement based on the 

most important factor or downtime control, high return tor 

improved effectiveness, and simpl!c! ty. Potential wea..\tnessel are 

tailure to consider other factors or performance 'Which m81' be 
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important, and loss of incentive below ~ effectiveness. The plan 

would be a.pplicable to a wider range of jobs if' it were :nade ;aore 

analytical and thorough. 



Plan H --

Plan H covers a type 4 operation in wh1.ah workers attend the 

machiner.r and equipment in a continuous processing operation. 

De,cription 

'this plan is designed tor a continuous chemical relining opera

tion requiring a crew ot 12 workers. The workers have little to do 

when the process is operating satisfactorily except to record 

instl"W1l8ntreadings every two hours. They are less than ,~ buST 

on the avera.ge. ~en troubles do occur, however, they are expected 

to be able to quickq make the adjustments necessary- to resume pro-

per operation. ',~a.1Qr losses due to ta'lllty operation rarely occur. 

Production 011tput averages 6~ or capac! ty and varies cons1derab~ 

about that tigure. output is set by supervision. The only sig

nificant factor controlled b.Y the workers (other than oorrecting 

troubles that occur) is the amount of steam used. Good opera:t;ion 

can app~ciably reduce the $600,000 annual cost of steam which is 

the largest single expense ot production. 

~ay is based on production output, steam economy, and actual 

ern labor hOUTS used. For average condi tiona of' production output 

(equal. to 60% ot capacity), actual steam useage (2.,0 pounds steam 

per pound of product) J and 2016 (12 men times 21 eight hour shifts 

per week) actual crew labor hours used, pay is equal to 12,% t1me. 

the daywork rate. For all praotical purpose., labor hours are fixed. 

at 2016. For a 10% increase in production output (from 60% to 66~ 
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ot eapacit,') pq will increase 0.3%. For a 10% increase in steam 

eoono.ntyperformance (2.50 pounds to 2.27 pounds) pa;y will increase 

only O.~. Pay is calculated weekly <L'1.d a.ll 12 crew membt;rs earn 

the same pay percent. 

Analysis 

This plan relat,ea pay to production output which 1s not under 

operator contr:tl except whan trouble occurs and to steam economy 

which is under operator control. To keep pay trOLl fluctuating too 

much when extreme variations in production output occur, .P~ was 

fixed to vary only 3% per 100% change in production output and 2$ 

per 100% change in stee.m econolV'pertormance. a. result it is 

more of a pegged payment plan than an incenti va plan. Monetary 

lncent! "Ie is negligible. Better results might be had if pay were 

m.ade more sensitive to cha.."'lges in steam economy and ·trOrker effcc

ti veness in preventing and elimiMting troubles. 

Advantyes 

1. Some control i8 maintained over crew size by setting a standard 

orew size and not paying premium for hours in excess of standard. 

2. stea.'n econ<m17 is reoognized and meuured as a faotol" in the 

payment plan. 

3. startdards are easy to set and maintain. 

Disadvantye" 

1. Monetary incent1 va to improve ate .. economy' is vert' small. 



2. Monetar,y incentive to correct production difficulties in order 

to increa.se production output is verI' STnall. 

3. There 15 no measured relationship between production output and 

manual effort. Premium increases as production increues 88 a 

more or les s token recognition of Norker effort. 

4. Pay is calculated weekly instead of each shift. This is due to 

the dUflcul ty ot measuring production over short periods. 

summErY 

As an incent1 ve plan_ plan H is very weak because there is no 

significmlt premium for good perfortna:loe or penalty for poor per

formance. It more a method of paying high wages than an incentive 

plan, Too much emphasis is placed on relatlng pay to production 

output which is not even under the worker's control. The Incenti ve 

value of the plan could best be increased b.y placing much more 

emphasis on premium pay for steam econort'.t)' and trouble correction 

and prevention. 
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A fel,. general comments are needed 'to supplem.ent the individual 

analyses made of each of the payment pl8.tle just described. 

In allot the plans some a.ttempt is made to relate incentive 

premiums to factors under the workerts control which affect output, 

quality, and cost. Plan A 1s an exception in that no considera

tion 1s given to the quality and promptness or the service performed 

by the lab worker. The plans vary widely in the thoroughness 1d th 

which the factors are studied tor measurement purposes. There is 

also considerable variance in the weight the tactors have in the pq 

oomputation. 

Manual eftort is not considered in mealuring performance 1n 

plans '9, E, 0, and H. In plan A manual ettort i6 the sole basis or 
measurement. plans C and ., use manual etfort as a foundation to be 

altered by performance on other controllable factors. Relative 

manual activit" is the consideration in plan D. 

The extent to which the workers utilize the productive capacit,. 

ot their machine is a major factor measured in all plans except A. 

Incentive premium above the d.aywork rate averages between 17% 

and 31~ tor the eight plans. Increase in premium percent for a l~ 

increase in overall effectiveness varies from 0.0,% to 2.00%. No 

plan, except C, makes any attempt to relate incentive prem.ium to 

the actual cost savings which are attributa.ble to 'M)rker. In 

plan 0, no polic,r is established for distributing a portion or the 
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savings to the worker, but when the empirical standards are set tor 

"other factors" performance .. more premiu.~ opportu.~ty and weight 1. 

given potential savings are large. 

Allor the companies involved with the pla~s described here 

took part1.cula.r pains t,o insure that these new p~rrnent plane 1981"8 

thQrou.ghl1explained to the workers. This was particularly true tor 

the more eOllplex plans suoh as C and D. Qeneral opinion holds that 

it is very important that the lIOrker have a co.~let. understanding 

ot (1) how his pajtment plan works, (2) 1riV' it is as it is, (3) what 

management expects of him, (4) what he can expect ot management, and 

(5) how both he and the comp8.n7 benefit from his good performance. 

Although allot the plans had some limitations or weak spots, 

they give us indications ot how the problem of incentive payment for 

limited c(fdtrol operations can be logicalq approached. ~l&n7 ot the 

principles to be presented later will be formulated from ideas in 

these plans. 

A brief tabular summar:r of the eight plans is presented in 

table 1 on page. 63 and 61&. to faciUtate comparisons with regard 

to the measures ot performanee and the inoentive bonus. 
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'fable 1 

Plan lIeuures of Average bon.us earned 
Pert ormance a.bove dqwork rate 

A !tfanual effort 27% 

B Machine utilization 2S% 

C Manual ettort 2S. 
other tactors (machine 

utilisation, quality, 
etc.) 

D Machine utilization 2,% 
waste product 
Relative manual activity 

E Vachine utilisation 25% 
Waste product 

F Manual ettort 17% 
~{achine utilization 
Qual1V 

Machine utilization JJ$ 

H Machine utilization 2S% 
steam econOlV' 
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Table 1 (Continued) 

Com.parison .2!. ~Eight Plans 

Approximate increase in pq 

Uaximn. possible bonus above daywark rate tor a ~ 
Plan increase in overall .ttee-earnings above daywork rate ti veness (from average per-

formance to l~ above average) 

A Unlimited 0.24% 

8 26% 1.20% 

a Unlimited 1.20% to 2.00c 

(depends on position 
on the cr~) 

D Approx. )S!& 1.00% 

E 2,% to 30% 0.20% 
(depends on 
waste allowance) 

, Unlimited. o.,.~ 

Q 42% 2.16. 

K 30% 0.05% 



IV 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The foregoing section described and discussed eight current 

incentive plans for limited control operations. All of the plans 

are being successfully used today although we might suspect that the 

degree ot success of several of them could be raised by further study 

and application or sounder principles of measurement and payment. 

At this point the reader should be well acquainted with the 

types of operations included under lind ted control operations, 80me 

methods by which incentive payment plans can be applied to these 

operations, and some of the problems which are encountered. 

Before attempting to advance more definite ideas and principle. 

for incent! ve payment on limited control operations, several general 

problems nrtlst be considered. In order, they are 1 

Shall There Be An Incant! ve Payment Plan? 

Motivation 

Measurement 

Economics 



Shall There !!!.!!! Incentive papent J!!.!!? 

The consideration of whether or not incentive payment plans 

should be used will be Yiewed trom two standpoints. First, there 

must be general comp~ decisions and poliCies regarding incentive 

'plans as a whole. Secondly, there must be considerations concern

ing plans tor specific individual operations. The following dls

cus810n 1s not an attempt to answer the question "incentive p~ent 

or not?" The intent is to highlight some or the factors which must 

be studied and analyzed in order to help ind! vidual organisations 

answer the question tor themselves. 

There are numerous examples of companies that hav. been very 

auec.sstu! without incentive plans and companies that have used 

incentive plans to great advantage. Some companies have experienced 

marked improvement by installing incentives while with others 

improvement has resulted trom abandoning an incant! ve system. In 

general, organizations that have good management and enjoy 84t18-

tactor.y worker morale are able to succesatully use incentive plans. 

It must be emphasized that incentive p~nt plans are not a sub

stitute tor good management but rather a tool to help management do 

a better job. Seemingly J wholehearted support and conscientious 

management can make almost aIV plan work. 

Through incentive plans we attempt to motivate a worker to 

ilIlprove hil performance 'With resultant gains to the worker in pq 

and to the company in savings and increased product! vi t,.. 
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The following list includes the main advantages to be gained 

trom good. inc.ntl va payment plans I 

1. Workers are paid in relation to their performance 1d. th 

the better workers getting the most mone)". 

2. Production increases result in lower unit costs by 

more effective utilization of the worker. machiner.r, 

and other factors ot production. 

3. Improved methods result ,from studies used to set up 

the plan. 

4. Management has a yardstick by' which it can more 

accurately measure the effectiveness ot operation in 

ita plant and spot weak areas. 

S. Standards aid in planning, scheduling, and predicting 

future costs. 

6. Supervision 18 stimulated to do its job better. 

on the other hand. these disadvantages mq 'be encounteredt 

1. The cost ot setting standards and administering incan

t! va plans is high. 

2. Accurate standards cannot be set due to lim! tationa 

in performance rating (leveling) • 

.'3. Divergent interests or the worker and the company 

occur. The worker's main lncenti ve becomes to "beat 

the aystem" rather than to help the company_ 

4. Orievances and personnel problei1tB increase where 

incentive plans exist. 



5. Creeping changes occur which caue. standards to get 

out ot line. It 18 dl£tieult to correct such 81 tuatione 

atter they occur. 

6. Workers m.ay purposely perform poorly and try to force 

easier standards. 

7. Workers may establish selt imposed ceilings on pro

duct! vity in fear that standards will be reduced it 

they perform too wll. 

S. Large p., differentials between incentive and daywork 

workers cause friction and personnel problems. 

9. MOlt savings claimed-for incentive plans can be had 

without incentives it supervision is good. 

The pros and cons listed here app17 to incenti va plans tor both 

hand-paced and lim ted control operations. However I we 1lIU.st recog

nise that incent! ve plans can be applied to some operations easier 

than to others. 

~,~08t hand-paced opera.tions may be easily placed on incentl ve 

by use ot sound conventional time study and straight incentive plana. 

Several characteristics of ~!ted control operations make the 

problems or ltlGuurement am payment more difficult than those tor 

hand-paced operationsl 

1. standard methods are difficult to establish due to 

lack ot a set operational pattem.. 

2. Determination must be made of the worker t 8 control or 
the operation. 



3. Performance muat be .measured bY' considering some 

factors other than manual effort. 

4. Cost savings attributable to the worker are difficult 

to calculate especially when 1 t is hard to measure the 

extent of worker control. 

The increased difficulty of measurement and payment ot limited con

trol operations results in increased costs of study' and adminis

tration. In most cases savings more than offset the cost but there 

may be considerable doubt as to the validity of the saving data 

and the worker' a performance measurement unless the plan is based 

on thorough and accurate studies. 

It follows that there 1f1ll exist 80me limited control operations 

which cannot be put on incanti ve and yield savings that will offset 

the cost of study and administration. (The same is true tor some 

hanel-paced operations.) Here a very real problem riles with regard 

to precedent setting. 

Looking into any company at random we would find exa:mples ot 

hand-paoed, limited control, and clerical type operations. Analysis 

would probably indicate that som.e of the operations could be easill' 

and profitably placed on incentive. Some operations wol1ld yield 

fair savings on incanti va while others could not be economical17 

placed on incentive at all. 

A threefold problem now exiete of (1) should any incentive 

plans be installed?' (2) if so, on which jobs? and (3) will a pre

cedent be set for extended incentive coverage at a later date? 
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Suppose that initiall1 only the operations which yield large .avings 

are put on incentive and later les8 protl table operations are covered. 

The daywork workers on jobs uneconomioal for incentives but closely 

associated with the incentive operations m~ cla~or for the oppor

tunity to eam high incentive bonuses the Sa.1tl8 as their neighbors 

on incentive. 

Should these operations be put on incentive at a 10S8 for 

morale reasons J or should the management be tirm and explain that 

incentives are uneconomical in their case? The latter choice seeme 

m.ost logical. 

However, there are numerous examples ot oompanies that have 

succumbed to pressure tor various reasons and installed token 

II incentive " plans at a 1088 to preserve good employee relations. 

(There 1s considerable doubt here 8S to Whether such practices 

really maintain good relations from an overall standpoint.) The 

m.ost popular reason tor paying such "unearnedtt Incenti ve premiums 

is that "everyone else in the department was on incentive.- It is 

surprisingly difficult to be able to draw a line and say that, 

"this is where we stop extending incentive coverage tor economic 

reasons. 1t 

When considering installation ot incentive plans tor a depart

ment or an entire company I the long range precedent setting problem. 

must be considered along with the L~~ediate problems. 

The ultimate decision of whether or not to have incentive 

plans and to what extent rests with the management ot the organi

zation oonoerned. The decision should be based on sound judgment 
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atter a thorough analysis of the 81 tuation. Once a decision has 

been m.ade to have inc anti va plans, two requirements should be ful

filled before further action is taken: 

1. Management :must be completely sold on the idea and 

oonvey their enthusiasm throughout the organisation 

or departments involved. 

2. Qualified industrial ensineers must be available who, 

through sound work measurement practices, mq esta

blish sound measures or 'flO rker effect! veness, and 

subsequently establish good sound incentive plans and 

gain worker acceptanoe. 

The considerations ot motivation, meaaurement, and economics 

which follow are all related closely with the problem just diseussed. 

TheY' are taken up separately here because each is of sufficient 

importance to warrant individual attention. 
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Motivation 

No incentive p~ent plan, simple or elaborate, will beetlea

tiv. unless it motivates workers to improve their performance. 

To eover the subject of hu.~an motivation in detail 'WOuld tar 

exceed the scope ot this paper, but some points which are pertinent 

to the problem of incentiva plans tor limited control operations 

will be dtscussed. 

Several excellent publications are available which deal with 

motivation of the industrial 1I>rker. The best and most eompre-

hens!", study can be found in Mon!Z e Motivation by William F. 

Yfh1te .10 This book is highly recommended to anyone who is concerned 

with incentive payment plans. 

'!'he following discussions will deal wi. th money as a motivating 

factor 8..'ld leave the art of leadership untouched. It has been said 

maQy times that good leadership or supervision 1s the best incentive 

to motivate a person to per:tom better. This may be accepted. as 

tru.e, but nevertheless a good tinancial lncenti va tool in the hands 

ot a good supervisor can gi va even greater incen ti ve L'1d financlalq 

recognize the better workers. 

Since we are interested pr1mariq in limited control operations, 

let us first consider the type ot person who works on such operations. 

lONe F. Whyte, Money.!!!! llQtlvation, New York, Harper and 
Brothers I 1955. 
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Normall1, limited control operations employ a higher skilled worker 

than hand-paced operations. This results fronl the ine~ased expen

diture for machinery and equipment and the highly teohnical nature 

of some of the operations. We ma.y consider in general that the 

''WOrkers we disouas are (1) :nore highly skilled and tra.ined, (2) 

more intelligent, (3) of some higher social order, and (4) more 

highly paid than workers on conventional handwork operations. fts 

the present trend toward automation and high equipment 1nvest."Jlent 

continues, we oan expect the relative status of workers on these 

operations to rise even higher. They will be technicians rather 

than laborers. 

Consider also the tact that rising standards or living in this 

country have raised the income and living standa.rds of all·workere 

in general. lilost companies have ~ fringe benefits caTering 

retirement, job security, insurance, and the like. 

In short, Tery fn workers on limited control operations have 

any genuine worry about sufficient inoome or security_ A brief 

examination of a theor.y of human motivation Will help to relate the 

subject ot worker motivation b.Y incentive plans to the foregoing 

discussion ot changes in the financial and social status of workers. 

The MaslOW-Air lorce The01711 ie a dynamic theory of h:wnan 

moti vation. This theory presents hU.11Wl needs in the following 

llsee notes by Alpbeus Smith which are reproduced in appendix B. 
Aleo I Principle. of Lead.rabiI! and Management, Air Scienoe IV, 
Vol. II, Air universIty. !laxwelriir Force Base, Montgomery, Alabama, 
19S4, pp. 46-60, 82-93, am 94-107. 
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order ot pr1orit7l 

1. Survival Needs - basic biological needs essenti~ to 

lite. 

2. «3ecurity Needs - safety-needs; to lessen worry about 

the future. 

3, Belongingne8$ and Love tfeeds - needs for acceptance 

and approval by others. 

4. Esteem Needs - more complex needs involving recog

nition for accomplishments. 

,. Self-realiza.tion Needs - the highest needs or utIlis-

ing ones full potential; seldom reached. 

Brietlystat,ed, this theory says tha,t an 1ndividuRl has minimum 

needs in each of the five classes. Until his ~1n1~~m needs are 

tulf'illed in one class, he cannot be motivated by appealing to hi. 

needs in a higher class. For example, until minirrtmn sum val need. 

are fulfilled J the person cannot he mot! vated appea~1.ng to his 

security needs. The theo~ also states that, at ~ given time, 

one o.f the t1 va classes of needs 1s do:ninant :tn an individual. 

This don na.l'lt need changes as the environment or the individual 

changes. 

Certa:tnly basic surviva.l needs are fulfilled for all workers 

we are oonsidering. Security needs are fulfilled to a large extent. 

Years ago the extra income brought ~f incent:tve payment plan6 was 

highly desirable to help satisty security needs. Today, the workers 

with whioh we are coneemed are secure. Uost have satis.factoX"T 
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wages, a home of their own, a car , a television set, numerous 

appliances, and other ltems characteristic or good living. Their 

employer furnishes security fringe benefits such as pension plans, 

sickness and health insurance, and life insurance. 

It tallows that incentive plans intended. to motivate these 

workers to perform bet tel' should be directed at the "belongingnna 

and love needs" and possibly the "esteem needs. I' 

It is logical to assume that todayt. worker with hie higher 

standard or living will still work harder for more money, but the 

marginal value of tha.t money will be les8 to him than if he needed 

1 t to satisty surri val or security needs. 'fheretore,.. asaume that 

the average man needs a greater, or perhaps different, inducement to 

motivate him to achieve greater effeotiveness than he would have 

needed ten years ago. This, of course, applies to the average 

worker. irhe miserly type will continue to pinch pennies, and the 

carefree type still will not want to work harder tor any amount. 

It would be interesting if we could have statistics showing 

marginal value. or added income tor the past $0 or more years. A. 

S% raise years ago meant. that essential food and clothing could be 

bought, later it. came to lllean -that an automob.Lle might be had, and 

finally it 111., now mean the possibility of a second car, p~e 

of a lailboat. country club membership, or 80me similar luxury. 

Surely the inoenti ve urge or motivation to earn that 5% extra was 

greater in the put than now. A worker should eventually reach 

the point of zerQ m.arginal value of extra work for extra income 
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at lIhich he wants to reel freeh and able to enjoy his prosperi t7 

atter work rather than to tire h:L~self on the job to earn money 

he will not enjoy. 

Some workers under several ot the eight p~.nt plans des

cribed earlier have admitted t.lotat they will not exert themselves 

to achieve better performance tor the amount of pramium P8.¥ invoL

ved. In these eases pay increased less than 1% tor a U increase 

in worker performance, a.."'1d we might expect that higher premium 

would partially remedy the situation. This case 1s obviously one 

involving the marginal value ot added incentive premium. 

Some general thought should be directed at the effect ot 

industry's increasing patel-naliam and the spread of security fringe 

benefits. It has already been show haft' rising living standards 

and increased security m~ have dulled the motivating effect or 
money or at least decreased the marginal valu.e ot added inoome. 

There is an old saying that tithe good fighter is the hungry 

fighter. n This is not an argum.ent that workers should be supre8sed 

and not given a high standard ot living. It 1s an argument tor 

finding out what will increase the appetite. Certai.nly, initial13, 

industry's security practioes resulted in increased productivity by 

treeing the ltOrkers from security worries, making them generall.7 

happi6r, and reducing labor turnover. 

However, the question ia posed, "will workers become too secure 

and complacent with resultant losses in productivity?" The overall 

idea of social and economic gains created by industry for its 
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workers 1s good; but a penetrating appraisal of the subject should. 

be continually made lest this good thing or high wages and a.curl ty 

be carried too tar and undermine the great industrial system *lob 

fostered it. 

Thus tar, motivation has been treated on an individual worker 

basis. Since incent! Y8 plans may be designed to pq workers on a 

group basis as well as an ind! vidual basi., some problems are dis

cussed here concerning group motivation for incentive p.,ment 

purposes. 

It is generally accepted that individual payment plana are 

superior to group incent! YeS except when teamwork is mandatol7' 

or where lndi vidual measures cannot be established. However, 1ll&n7 

advocate. ot prof! t sharing ftlncent! va" plans believe strongly in 

collective group etrort for the mutual good or the worker and the 

oompany. 

Profit sharing is a sound method ot incentive pqment in 

principle because it recognizee the contribution ot the workers to 

a company's overall succeS8. But, profit sharing is often put on 

a company-wide basis and becomes merely a method ot increasing p&7. 

In a small group an ind1 vidual may have the feeling that he can raise 

overall performance through his efforts, but in a company-wide 

application ind1 viduals may not see how they can make an appreciable 

contribution to profit and "let John do it" attitudes may develop. 
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It tollows that profit sharing would be more effective it 

administered on the basis ot small departlnents, groups, orindivi ... 

dual., in which bonus is paid in relcr~i .·.'.;ut;o performance against 

standards of operation including a tr\ldget. Ideally everyone would 

earn on a basis of what they a.otually contributed to com.pany effec

tiveness or profit. The Soanlon plan12 is perhaps the best current 

example of a profit-sharing approach. 

The worker must be motivated to really care how well he pe~ 

forma. He should teel that it is up 1;0 him to sink or awinl. Small 

selt-eu!ficient working units often prove ver,y effective in achiev-

ing this. Compare the ai tuation ot a small town in which many 

people work and behave well because everyone else knows what they 

are doing and a big city in which lew oare what others do. Like-

wise small plant Iaanagers can run plants suocesstully ffby the 

seat of their pante" treating each worker as an individual whereas 

large companiea rind complicated systems necessar,y to administer 

their business. 

People are all different. Therefore, no single incentive will 

mot1 vate all equally. In large companies, unf'ortunately, general 

plans must be used which will give optimum motivation for all con-

cemed. Some people stoop to pick up a penny tram t.be gutter; 

Usee W. F. Whyte, ~. Cit., pp. 166-188J and Q. K. Krulee, 
Itfhe Scanlon Plan: CooperatIon Through Participation," The Joumal. 
of Susine.,s, April 19,5, Ohicago, 1'he University ot Chicago Pres., 
pp, 16C):tn. 
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others will not. In considering the motivating po_r of money, the 

question mnst be posed as to how much money must be offered in order 

to get a yorksrto perform batter. 

In several of the eight plans discussed a. substantial increase 

in overall effectiveness, s~lO%, results in onlY about a 2% ~ 

increase, or around $0.40 per day. Will a worker expend the effort, 

skill, and attenti va time necessary to earn that su, or will he 

relax at work wi tb. only a small financial loss to him and a large 

loss to the company? Personal experience indicates that the success 

otmany such incentive p~nt plans 1s based on personal pride, 

social pressure among workers I or fear of poor merl t rating and loas 

ot promotion opportunities ra.ther than on the illlUlSdiate money involved. 

Oftentimes the success or failure of a. pqment plan, as far as 

productivity is concerned, lies in the general atmosphere ot the 

department. Desire ot the majority to see who can do the best 

creates a healthy atmosphere which elevates the performance of' all 

including the poor workers. Conversely, a poor at,.llosphere may develop 

in which the worker 'who att~'llpts to perform well is branded as eager 

or a ffrate bustertt and becomes a social outcast of his group. 

lrhe thoughts given here have onlT scratched the surface at the 

m.oti vation. problem. 'Nher8 actual incentive plans are being considered, 

the case at hand must govern to a larie extent the decisions which 

are made. Oue of the mystifying dilemm.a.so£ m.otivation is the tact 

that a plan maybe successful in one place and a failure in another 

seemingly identical situation with no apparent explanation. 
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No ready answer can be given to the problem of what it take. to 

mot! vate a worker to do his job better. We do know through experience 

that mone,. 1s a motivating factor, but we also recognize that there 

are other more intangible factors which tend to motivate lIOrkers. 

Perhaps sound non-financial motivation techniques, applicable to 

industrial situationa, will be perfected someday. Continued studT 

ot such motivation 1s definitely needed in the light of the af'ore

mentioned changes 1n the eocial and financial statuB of workers on 

limited control operations. 

Although _ do know that money is a motivating factor, it 1. 

difficult to say exaotly how much money in the form ot an incentive 

premium is necessary to motivate a worker to improve his pertormance. 

Considerations such 88 the marginal value or added income are 

important. 

Generally speaking, incant! ve premium. should be as high as 

economically possible depending on savings which result from improved. 

performance, but care must be taken to keep all payment plans equi

table and to avoid extremeJ..y lucrati va jobs which oause jealousy by' 

workers on less lucrative jobs. A suggested guide for incant! ve pay

m.ent on limited control operations i8 to give .2 _leas ............. t & 1% increase 

in p~ tor a 1% increase in overall effeotiveness due to the worker'. 

performance. 
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Measurement or worker pertorm.an.ce tor limited control opera

tions is considerably more difficult and complex than tor hand

paced operations. By the term worker performance, ... are referring 

to the overall contribution ot the worker to the comparvin terms 

ot increased production, improved qual1 ty, and reduced operating 

eosta. 

!'or the t:ypica1 hand-paced operations, standard times are 

established tor all operations performed by the worker. The 

worker's performance tor pay purposes ia simply' a reflection of 

how fast he works relative to the standards. This is a measure ot 

only manual performance. OccaSionally quality i8 included as a 

measured tactor. 

In the previous discussiona in this paper the idea has been 

brought out that, in limited control operationa, manual performance 

i8 not the sole factor affecting a worker's contribution to the 

company. other factors such as machine utilisation, elim1nation of 

downtime J quill t,., steam econolD¥, and waste J have been considered. 

The very- nature ot the operation. we are discussing here, as the 

name lillli ted control i.1.tlplies, restricta the worker' 8 control over 

the factors involved in production, quality, and. cost. To log1-

, cally tie incanti ve pay to worker performance we must follow the 

tive step approach which was suggested in the section on philo

sophy and background. 
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1. Determine the factors Which affect productivity. 

quill ty, and cost ot operation. 

2. Determine which factors are controlled in any m.aaner 

by the worker. 

3. Determine the extent to which the worker controls 

each factor. 

4. Determine the economc importance of the worker' 8 

control over each of the factors with respect to value 

of increased prod:u.eti vi ty, improved quill ty, and. 

savings in operating coats. 

,. Relate the pq of the worker to his overall perfor

m.ance based on the controlled factors in such a manner 

that he will have adequate incentive to increase his 

performance level. 

Clearly, many measurement problems are !nvol ved in the 8uccese

tul application ot this five st&P approach. It was mentioned in the 

introduction that limited control operations have been ~d.~ 

regarded as "unmeasurable. It Actually, very tew operations can 

be truly classified as unmeasurable. The measurement problems 

faced here are not as awesome as one might suppose. Limited 

oontrol operations V8.r1' tram those which are very easy to measure 

to tho~e which are ver.y difficult to measure with the cost ot 

measurement increasing as the difficulty increases. The qu,eatlon 

ot applicability tor incentive payment is not one ot, M1a the 

operation measurable?" but rather one ot dean .. economically 

measure it?" The economic question mwat be settled tor each 
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ind! vidual case. The remainder ot this section will be devoted onl3r 

to problems ot measurement since economic considerations w1U be 

discussed later. 

The remaining discussion deals with some of the teohniques and 

problems Qt measurement in applying the five .teP. approach to 

establish sound incentive plans. Space limitations restrict the 

amount of description given to various techniques. 'the reader will 

find the listed reterences ver,y useful tor further investigation. 

Considerable study and development i. needed to provide more and 

better work measurement techniques tor limited control operations. 

The eight plans discussed earlier included examples of plans 

which use manual effort a8 a basis for p~ent and those which do 

not. In several cases incentive pqment was given tor manual etton 

which had no influence on the worker's owrall pertonnance. The 

following concept is tentatl vely suggested. with regard to manual 

effort and incentive p~entt 

1. Manual eftort should not be a basis tor incentive 

premium except when that .ttort results in increased 

product! vi ty, improved quall ty, or reduced operating 

costs. An example in which manual effort would thus 

be measured 1s a downtime which can be reduced by 

increased manual performance with a resultant increase 

in production. 

2. When it is desirable to have different levels ot pay 

tor workers at difterent levels of manual etfort; merely 

as a recognition of ph;rs1oal exertion, when such ettort 
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1. not related to overall performance" the recognition 

should be made in base rates through job evaluation and 

not in the incant! va portion of the pay plan. 

As a prerequisite to the actual measurement of worker perfor

mano., the best method ot performing the 'WOrk must be established 

and recorded in some form of written standard practice (job condi

tions) • The problem ot methods study is not considered here. 

Written standard practices m., be supplemented by photographs, 

movies, and references to the operating procedures and records 

maintained by the production department concerned. 

Recording of methods is dj.fficult in 80me limited control 

operations. This is particularly true in machine servicing or 

maintenance jobs tor which frequency and type ot 1VOrk cannot alwqa 

be predicted. Nevertheless, good standard. practices must be main

tained since they are in a sense part or the agreement between the 

worker and the company regarding what is expected or him tor a given 

remuneration. 

Meuurement ot worker performance neoessl tates the establish

ment of performance standards against which the actual performanoe 

ot the worker can be compared. The two basic types of performance 

standards are time standards and standards tor other factors. Time 

standards are used for factors in which time 1s the measure or per

formance such as manual requirements, machine capac! ty, and machine 

C1'cle time. Standards tor other factors measure all other factors 

controlled by the operator such as quality and material useage. 
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Time standards are established b.Y use of stopwatch time study, 

predetermined times, and work sampling. 

Several good texts are available which discuss stopwatch time 

studT. Two well known texts are Barnes' ~lot1on!2! Time stg, 13 

and Abrulz1' 8 !2.!:! Meuurement.14 .! Trade Union n!1z!18 !! !!!!. 
st!5ll by )Villiam GomberglS is highly recommended alao. 

Stopwatch studies are lYid.~ uSed for hand-paced operations 

and are the buis tor moat piecework standards. They are useful 

in phases ot lim! ted control operations 8uch as doWl t1_ standards 

in which the standard is expressed in units ot time per occurrence. 

Watch studies are good for repetitive short cycle operations. ThaT 

mq be impractical tor the long cycle or non-repeti ti va operations 

common to many limited control situations. 

One major disadvantage or stopwatch study 18 the nec.ssity tor 

performance rating (leveling) 1n setting standards tor manual opera

tions. At belt leveling is a utter ot educated gu.e .... ork. However, 

in man,. limited control operations the "normal" worker concept m81' 

be overlooked. For example, on service or maintenance operations, 

manual effort 1s not required tor sustained per10d.8 ot time. lflien 

downtime is extremely costly, the standard tor performing a downtime 

13 R. M •. Barnes, .ea- c1t. 

14Adam. Abruzzi, !2!! Measurement, N .. York, Columbia University 
Pres. t 19,2. 

lS 
W11liam Gomberg, ! Trade .tTnion ~i. !! !!!! st!4Z, Second 

edition, Nn York, Prentice Hall, Inc., • 
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task mqeall tor eftort in excess of "normal. II \Vhen suoh aax1.:ntum 

eftort is required adequate incent1 ve premium mu.st be offered. 

Predetermined times taU into two categories, un1 yersal systems 

and .tandard data developed by individual companies. The purpose 

ot both 1s to enable setting ot standard times without having to 

time study the operation. A popular universal syuwm is Methods

Time Measurement (Mr.).16 

Work sampling has onl\r recently been acoepted as an excellAnt 

method of setting time standards on long c7cle or non-repetl ti ve 

operations. ~ samp±H!I by Barnel17 describes the method and 

several applications. 

Work sampling uses random spot observations of an operation 

to build a picture or the entire operation. In addition to .furnieh

ing data for setting time standards, it can turnish additional 

useable data. Such data might pertain to machine interference (the 

oondition ot more than one machine requiring a worker's attention 

.imultaneousq), average percent busy ot the Yorkers, frequenCY' ot 

m.achine downtime, and work flo". Since it is based on statistical 

probability theorT, sampling gives results with calculable accuraq 

1n terms ot lim! ts ot pose1 ble error and probabil1 ty ot correctness. 

~. B. Mqnard, G. J. stegmerten, and J. L. Schwab, Methods
!!!!Keasurement, In York, McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc., 1948. 

17a• M. Barnea, !2.!:! S!J!Pl1ns, Dubuque, Iowa, Wm. C. Brown 
Company, 1956. 
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uu.ch time can be saved by use ot work sampling on long cycle 

or non-repetitive operations. Many operations which are C08t~ to 

measure by stopwatch study can be economically' measured with work 

sampling. Time lapse movie cameras which expose single frames of 

film. at preset intervals can :record data tor sampling studies, and 

they do not need an observer to tend them. Handling ot data in 

sampling studies can be It automated" by recording observations on 

mark sensed IBM carda and processing the cards by machine. 

Bernard Roth18 describes an application ot sampling which 

satisfies the following requirements as a stu~t 

1. Economical 

2. Accuracy 1s calculable 

.3. 01 ves a model or picture of the entire operation 

4. Furnishes standard data tor predetermined standards 

5. Impregnable against criticism by scientific or -
irresponsible persons 

6. Eliminates" crystal ball" type gue88W'Ork 

Standards tortactora other than those covered by time stan

dards may be established on an empirical basis by utiliSing past 

production data or on a more precise basis by setting ftideal" 

performance levels through laboratory or other similar tests. In 

either case the problem 1s to d.etermine a standard performance for 

lSs. N. Roth, ·Automation and Time Standards," The Journal or 
Industrial AAli!eerins, larch-April.. 19S7, pp. 9>-98:- .-
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eaCh worker-controlled factor and establish incentive pay levels 

tor other degrees of performance. 

A few typical factors which 118.7 b~ measured in the aboft manner 

are product quali t,. J steam econo~, amount ot useful by-product, 

weight otproduct, color of product, material useage, quantity ot 

product, careot equipment, and waste produced. In plan C J labora

tory tests were ueed to s.t standards of ideal pertormancefor wute 

in a centrifuging operation. Plana D, E, 0, and H, used past pel'

tomance data to set standards for various lactors. In the Scanlon 

plan, & bonus is distributed on the basis ot the ratio ot labor 

costs to sal.. value of products produced. 

The prob~ ot measuring performance with regard to the type 

of factors mentloned in the previous paragraph must be approached 

trom a logical common sense viewpoint. Ingenuity and creative 

thinking are usetul in uncovering methods of measuring 80_ ot these 

-unmeasurable·. factors. Where laboratory or scientific method. 

cannot be used to set standards, previous performance data must be 

collected and standards set by caretul analysis and judgment. 

Quality type atandards oan frequently be arrived at through 

laboratory testa. Decision. as to what incentive pay should be g1V8f1 

for each degree of quality must then be made ontbe basi a ot the 

d1tficulty and the value involved. 

When past performance data is used to set standard. J care muat 

be taken to ascertain the methods and condi tiona upon which the data 
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ia based. Suoh empirical standards offer a considerable challenge to 

the standard setter. 

There are several statistioal techniques which mAT be used as 

aids :t.n sett5 .. ng standards. These are teste ot significance, anal.7su 
19 

ot variance, and regression and correlation. A simple example ot 

the use ot each 1s gt van here I 

1. Tes ts or significance can be used to determ.i.ne it a 

change in a result ot a particular operation is signifi

cantly affected by a change in worker performance. 

2. Analysis of variance is a broader a.pplication ot the 

significance teet. "When a battery ot like machines 

and a group ot workers are involved i tmay be 8Jivan-

tageous to determine if different workers cause 

different results or if the differences occur normall7 

in the operation of the machines. For eX8.J'1lple" maybe 

it is desired to see if machine breakdowns are sign!!!-

cantly related to the performances or the maintenance 

workers. Ana~si8 or variance techniques can test tor 

such relationships. 

3. Regression and correlation may be used to (a) determine 

the correlation between worker pertOrmetlce and results 

l%ecommended references for the.. techniques are I W. J. Dixon 
and F. J. Massey .. Jr., Introduction to Statistical Anageie, New 
York, McGrn-Hill Book Co., file., t~. 

A. H. Bowker and O. J. Lieberman, Handbook of Industrial statistics, 
Englewood Clitta, Ne Jersey, preni1ce-Hal1;-1§~5. 
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and (b) fit the best possible curve to a set of points 

representing performance plotted against results. 

These statistical techniques have been used very little as an 

aid to standard setting. Certainly', rnore use should be made ot 

these techniques in order to develop better standard setting methods. 

The general approach tor setting empirical Btandards should 

include these steps: 

1. Collect data of <a) worker performance and (b) operat

ing results for as nta.JV' factors and dif'f'erantlevels 

of operation as practical. 

2. Show worker performance and results in tabular or 

gra.phical torm. 

3. Anal;rz8 the data using judgment ani statistical 

teohniques. 

4. Determine maximum. and minimum levels or acceptable 

results. 

5. Determine how costs are affected by changes in result •• 

6. Determine how incentive premium should var:! 'With res

pect to the worker performance and operating NSul ts. 

7. Set the stand.ards. 

Empirical type standard. may also be necessary tor some 

manual effort operations. In plan A, studi •• indicated that true 

manual perf'ormance only varied 80% with respect to productivity 

(which was actually being measured by the standards). The paJ

ment procedure was adjusted to compensate tor the dUEerenee. 
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Two other techniques of measurement for incanti ve purposes are 

the use of relative activity standards and methods improvement 

incant! vee. R.elati va acti vi ty standarde are standards which are 

periodically revised so that the current standard 1s based on per

formance over the previous period (e.g. the previous six months' 

qual1 ty level become. standard, for the next six month.). The worker 

is in effect continually wOrking agai.nat himself in this case. 

Relative activity standards are a substitute for good measurement 

and should be avoided except in special situationa. Relative activ-

1 t7 standards may be used for new operations which have not settled 

down to the point that they are routine and measurable. Such 

standards have the effect of hastening the development or a good 

operation and also gIving the workers incant! ve op,?ortuni ty tor the 

break-in period. 

Methode improvement incant! vea may sometimes be integrated 

wi th an incant! ve plan to encourage workers to devise and report 

improved methods. The improvement reward should be large enough to 

overcome the disadvantage to the worker of having standards adjusted 

to the new method. Suggestion systems are a torm. of methods improve

ment incentive. 

Relat ion of worker performance to pay- 1s the final consideratiOll 

ot measurement. Incenti ve premium must be sufficient to motivate 

the worker to improve his performance. A dilemma ariae. in deciding 

whether to relate premium directly' to eavings on a percentage buia 

or to give all workers equal earning opportuni t,.. 
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It premium 1. a fixed percent of the savings attributable to 

the worker, 80_ workers will receive much greater premium than 

others. Compare, tor example, the cue ot the crews which can save 

$,0,000 per Tear by reducing downtime one minute per sh:lft with crewe 

that have little or no opportunity to save large sums. On the other 

hand, !taU workers had the lame premium earning potenttal, pq 

would not be related to the value ot the men to the company. .A. 

general solution i. to strike ~ happy medium between these two altez

natives, thus insuring that the workers saving the most earn the most 

.prem,ium. 

We have discussed measurement only from the standpoint of 

incent! ve performance. Let us now consider the measure made by' job 

evaluation to establish the base rates for all joba. 20 Factors such 

as skill, education, training, working conditions, manual effort, ancI 

mqbe responaibili tl' are considered in estabUshing base rates. It 

job evaluation, in tact the entire wage and salary adm1nistration 

function, 1a not integrated with the incentive payment plan, P&7 mq 

not be related accurately to performance. For example, it skill 

requirements are baaed on one skill level tor job eValuation and 

another for incentive pq standards. the overall measure will be 

inaccurate. 

20 An excellent reterence on the aubject ot wage structure 1s. 
Q. w. Taylor, F. C. Pierson,N .... conceIts in WaS! l)etemill8.t1on, lew 
York, McGra1l'-Hill Book Company, Inc. ,tgf:- Se. chapter 6, .,s. 
Internal ';fage structure," by E. R. Livemash, pp. 140-172 
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Integration of wage and salar,y administration with incentive 

planning will also help to minintize the problem. of base rates tor 

non-1ncenti VEt operations being padded &"ld raised merely to reduee 

the pay- differential between incentive and non-incentive operatioDS. 

Where incentive and wage administration functions cannot be 

pq,$~eall1 combined, close cooperation 1s mandator.r. 

The meamlrement for incentive payment must be based on the 

whole operation and the whole payment foundation. Installing incen

tive payment plans without integrating the incentive payment portion 

wi th the buic wage administration is similar to bttilding castles on 

clouds. 

It would seem logical that all requirements of the worker which 

are tixed by the operation on which he works shQUld be recognized 

payment-wise in his base rate., (This was suggested in handling manual 

ettort earlier in this section., Incentive payment, then, should onl1' 

recogni?'.e "variable" performance factors and pay premiu.m tor perfor

mance over and above basic standard pertonnance. The stand.ard ot 

performance implied by the base rate should be elearl¥ defined. 

'the important thing in measurem.ent of worker performanoe 1s to 

insure that all measures are as accurate as possible. With this in 

mind, the measurement function tor limited control operations m~ be 

eummarl zed as tollows: 

1. Measurement tor limited control operations 1s more 

d1tticultthan that tor hand-paced operations and should 
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consider all factors relative to amount or production, 

quality, and operating costs. 

2. Good written standard practices are necessary. 

3. A £1 va step approach should be used -to arrive at how 

worker controlled tact,ors should be used to measure 

worker performance. 

4. Manual eftort should be a basis for incentive pq only' 

when it affects produotiVity, quality I or cost. 

5. Time standards can be established by stopwatch, pre

determined times, or work sampling. 

6. standards should be established Cor other factors such 

as quality on the basis of scientific tests or past 

pertomance. 

1. statistical techniques such as analysis or variance 

are useful in setting standards and testing the validity 

ot st&"lda.rds. 

8. !'Jay must be related to worker perf'orm.a..~ce and should 

reflect to some degree the cost savings attributable 

to him. 

9. The wage and salary administration meuuremen ts must 

be integrated with the incentive payment measurements. 
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Economic. 

From. the econo:m1c standpoint, incentive payment plans should be 

treated sindlarq to investments in equipment or buildings a.nd ana

lysed aceordingly. The expenditures involved in establishing and 

adtrdnistering incanti ve plans should be just1:f'ied by substantial 

c08t savings. 

The tact that incentive payment plans affect the workers' 

pocketbooks create. personnel considerations 1fhichmay not be 

found in economic studies tor equipmen't. However" a sound study 

on the advisability of incentive plans would consider personnel 

tactorsalong with the more tangible expenses and savings. A good 

economy stud7 weighs intangible as well as tangible tactors. 

Good cost data is needed to determine what savings are result

ing trom an incentive installation 1n addition to being needed to 

relate incentive paY' to worker perf'or:n.ance u mentioned. in the 

discussion ot measurement. 

A major problem arises in determining "What e..xpenses will 1» 

attributed to the incentive plan. Expenses which could be charged 

to the incentive plan include all costs or methods study and ulProve

ments, measurement and standard. setting, and a.d:ministration of the 

system. If all or these costs were oharged. to an incent1 ve plan, 

very large sa.vings would be needed to justify the plan. 

The fact !nu.st be recognized that many of the requirements ot 

a sound incentive plan are alao requirements for sound plant 
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operation even when no incentive plans exist. These include methods 

impro .. ~t studies, standards ot performance needed for production 

planning and worker evaluation, and periodic checks on 'WOrker and 

equipment performance. The degree to which these requirements will 

beaccompl1shed varies where incant! ve plans do not exist.'or 

example, measures of worker performance may be made through casual 

observation b.1 the foreman or by an elaborate measured daywork 

installation. 

We can look at an incentive operation 1n this mannert Some 

basic study and measurement is done to make the operation aatis-

factory and protl table without incanti ve pqment J by a higher degree 

of study andmeu'Ureunt plus a system of administration, an incen

t! ... plan can be established which will bring in even greater 

profits (savinge). 

For economic purposes, only the ditferenttal expense. which 

the company deems attrl.butable to the inoentive plan should be 

included in the ana17818 of feasibility of the plan. These will 

normally include cOlta of refined measurement and of adm1 ni.stration 

ot the plan. Likewise, only' the savings whioh are attr1buttable to 

improYed worker performanoe resulting from the incentive plan should. 

be credited to the plan. 

Another consideration is reterred to as the "honeymoon period

by Dean Robert Ro)" of Johns Hopkins in an article ent! tIed "Do 
21 

Wage Incentives Reduce Coata?· The period immediateq toll()1d.n, 

1 
.1 

2la. H. Roy, "Do Wage Incant! ves Reduce Costa'" IDduatnaJ. &nd 
Labor Relations Review, Janu&l7, 1952, pp. 19$-208. 1 -

• i 
. I 
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1natallation of an inoenti va plan may be very rosy with workers 

and management profiting. However, attar this period, the worker 

frequently begins to regard incentive premium as a "right" and not 

as a bonus for above average performance, and he begins to cla:llor 

tor looser standards and other concessions. One by one small con

cessions may be granted with an eventual h.i.gh cumulative cost in 

both direct incentive p~ents and administration. The general 

practice is that rates may be raised but never cut. These consid

erations are pertinent to "che eeonomio problem and also are & 

reminder of some or the difficulties which may minimized by 

sound planning and forethought. 

the overall econo~c standpoint there are m&.v llmited 

control operations which can be placed on incentive at large rate. 

of return. As equipment costs per worker increase we can expect 

an increase in the number of limited control operations which can 

be put on inoenti ve. Even though the degree or lIOrkeroontrol is 

getting smaller a.s -we "autorr.ate,," the net potential savings trom 

the worker-controlled portion of the operation are increasing. 



The considerations ot shall there be an incentive pqment plan? 

motiYation, measurement, and eoonomios round out the discussions ot 

significant points about incent! ve pqment plans for lim! ted control 

operations. 

The next section takes the ideas that have been brought out 

and tormulates them into principle. and recommendations for develop

ment ot incant! ve payment plana tor limited control operations. 
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, 
iECOMMEIDATIOIS 'OR SOUND INCEHTIVB 

PLANS 'OR LIMIDD CONTROL OPERAfIORS 

! li.t of NCOl'IIIendatiol18 tor sound incenti va piau tor Ua1:ted 

oontrol operations 1s given here. These recommendations are bued 

on the material presented 1n the preceding sectiona ot this paper, 

and they apply .pec1tlcal.l1 to limited control operations. 

Add! tiona! general principles and recommendattons which app~ 

to all types of incant1 va plans are gi'Van on pages 1$-19. 'lhe. 

additional principles were not questioned or discussed in this paper 

unless they needed aoditication or expansion to fit them to the 

l1m1ted oontrol situation. Experience has proven them to be sound 

principle •• 

the recommendationa which tollow are for an ideal type ot 

incentive payment plan. It 18 recognized that there will be 80_ 

cases in which the ideal plan will be ditficult to achieve. Ho_ver, 

.ound ineenti.... plana can .till be developed tor such cas.. it a 

sound and logical approach i. tollOW'ed. The recommendations listed 

here should serve as a guide or checklist for establishing and 

measuring the effectiveness of incentive ~t pla.ns tor llmited 

control operations. 
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Reconnnend.a1;10118 

1. necide whether or not to have lncent! ves on the baaia of econo

m.ic te .. 1bil1.t7. Hake certain that the tollo1l1ng points are 

included in the analysis: 

a. Consider the present, the tuture, and the problem of 

precedent setting. 

b. Welgh personnel and human relations factors aaref'ul17. 

c. Charge to the coat ot the incentive plan onlT tho .. coata 

which are over and above C08t8 or methods ad. etandarda 

studies which would be incurred without incanti ves. Treat 

savinge similarlT. 

2. Management!JlU8t wholeheartedly and enthuaiasticall7 support arrr 

incentive plans that ~ be undertaken. 

,). Good industrial engineers who are capable ot devising, install

ing, and. administering good sound incentive plana must be 

available. 

4. Have a single buic framework tor all incentive payment 11'1 the 

company, plant, or department concerned. A single basic plan 

helps keep Incent1 va plans .qui table among the different 

operations. Equitable plans are a nee8s81 t7. Tailor-tBue each 

Incent1". plan to the individual operation to which 1t applies, 

staying within the established framnork. 

S. Incentive prendum should be paid only for results which 

benetit the company and are attributable to the performance 
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of the lfOrker. The contpal17 beneti t& through. 

a. Inoreased productivity resulting from increased machine or 

equipment utilization. 

b. Improved 'quality. 

c. Decreased operating costs resulting from better utilization 

ot matenals, poTIer, or supplies and from care ot equipment 

and machinery. 

6. Substantial incentive premium. .. t be paid tor above standard 

performance in order to motivate a 'Worker to perform. better. 

a. The worker' 8 pa:r should. be increased.,!! least 1% tor everr 
ltC increase in h11 overall performance. 

b. Premium may be related directly to saTings attributable 

to the worker, or all workers mq be g1 Ten equal oppal'

tum ty to earn premium. A solution between the t1ro 

extremes 1s recommended.. 

c. Premia should get progres.! vely higher as worker perfor

mance increaaes to high levels becawae or the increasing 

difficulty ot improving performance. 

1. Try to motivate workers by non-financial mean. also. Appeal to 

needs of belonglngnea8 and esteem. 

8. The wage and salAry' administration function of rat. setting 

should be integrated (or, at least t olosely coordinated) with 

the incentive pqment function. 

a. Base rate. should bet based on the fixed. require •• nte of 

a job. 
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b. Incenti va premium should recognise thoa. variable component. 

ot a job lfhich. when performed better t will result in savings 

or gain to the company. ~ 

c. Base rates and incentive premium must be complementary and 

not overlap. Together th81' pay a worker tor his total worth 

to the Com.paD1'. 

9. Veasurement to determine 8\andarde tor worker performance 

should. follow the £1 ve step approach t 

a. Determine the factors which affect product1 vi ty.t quali t7, 

and cost. 

b. Determine which or the above factors are controlled. by the 

1fOrker. 

c. Determine the extent to which the worker controls each 

factor. 

d. Determine the economic importance ot the worker' 8 control 

over each tactor. 

... Relate incantl ve premium pay to the worker's overall pertor

mance based on the weighted importance ot the controlled 

factors. 

10. Sound measurement techniques lJ.Wlt be employed. A t ... suggestions 

aret 

a. Make good use of work sampling in addt tion to stopwatch 

studies and JlfM' in setting "time" standards tor ma:nual 

work and machine operation time •• 
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b. Careful study and analysis 1. necessary- to set sound standarda 

tor other factors such as qu.all.ty and eoonon'Jl' or operation. 

Such standards wUl be based on past performance or on labora

tory type studies. 

c. statistical te8ts ot significance, analy'sis ot variance,· and 

regreslion and correlation can be used to help determine the 

extent of worker control, set standards, and check on the 

validitY' ot the standuds. 

d. Relative activity standard. which are periodical1.7 readjusted 

on the bul. of previous performance may be useful in lome 

situations such as break-in periods ot new operations. 

e. Methods L'Uprovement inoentives may be sucoesstuJ.4r integrated 

into the basic measurement plan. 

ll. Make sure that true worker performanoe i8 measured aecurateq in 

order to prevent paying unwarranted incent! ve premium. 

12. Educate all workers to think in terms ot overall effectiveness 

based. on productivity, quality, &"ld opera.ting c08t. stress the 

tact that a high degree ot manual eftort or ttbusT'ness does not 

necessariq mean good overall performance. 

13. Oaretully explain the incanti ve payment plan to each worker 

aftected. Make aure that the worker understands how hi. pay is 

calculated, how standards lMN arrived at, what 18 expected. ot 

him, and what his incenti va premium will be. Emphasize that wha.t 

• 
is good for the company 1s good for him. 
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14. Incentive premium should be posted and clearly labled as p:rem1u 

in order to emphasize the fact that premium is not a right .but 

is earned onlJr by good. performance. 

1S. Pa;yment plans should be .constantly audited, reviewed, and improved 

in order. to keep them _11 maintained and functioning etreot1vel1'. 

16. Creative and imaginative th1nldng il eS8ent1al in developing 

and administering sound incant! ve ~ent plans tor Umi ted 

control operations due. to .the re!at1 ve newness ot such an 

approach to lncenti ves. 

17. Worker opinion should be weighed heavily in appraising a plan 

regardless of holf good management th1nlaJ the plan is. 10 incen

t1 va payment 1. tu.ll.y- efteot! ve unless the workers think it 18 

a good.and a fair plan. 

!he recOl'lltD.endatlona g1 Yen here present a formidable task for 

development and administration or sound incentive payment plans tor 

11m! ted control operations. Nevertheles., they do not suggest the 

impossible. 

It is recognized that there will be cases in which the prin

ciples cannot be followed. 'that does not mean that incentive par-nt 

plans are impractical in these situations. Suooessful plans can be 

devised evenwn.n some of the recommendations are disregarded or 

compromised. 

fhe important thing is that the re~ommenda.tion8 and ideas 

presented here be carefully studied and anal7Hd. as to their men t 
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cept ot the problem at hand and the fundamentals ot incentive parment, 

moti ntion J measurement, and economics, be is capable ot devising 

and judging incent! ve· plRnS himself. 

Some comments on incentive pa,ment plans tor each of the tour 

types ot limited control operations previows17 described. are given 

in the next tew paragraphs. 

!D! ! - The worker performs moatly manual work but does not have 

complete control over the amount he produoes due to reetrict1oft8 in 

the now ot work. 

Plan A shows hOlt' some prell1um can be paid in a t)"pe 1 81 tuat10ll 

b;r us. ot "ukeup" when the workload 1. low. Thus the worker ia 

asaured of reasonable earning. and he can U'W8l'8 eam m.ore premium 

it he improves hi. performance. 

Some companies lU.7 desire to pay tor type 1 operations on a 

straight piecework basis, letting earnings tall as the workload 

falls, until the guaranteed rate is reached. Whether thia t1})e ot 

etra1ghtpiecework plan or a plan with makeup should be adopted 

depends on the desire. ot lnd1 vidual campania.. Worker acceptance 

may be easy to secure in some cases, d1f'tlcult in others. 

Although manual ertort is a basic un! t ot meaaure tor type 1 

operations, 80me consideration should be gi van to the possibiU t, 
ot measuring additional factors such as quaUt,. ot work and prompt

Has 1n doing available work. 
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Il.2!! - . The worker performs. mostly manual work in operating a machine 

but· does not have complete control over the 8.l1'tount he p~.lOe8 due to 

restrictions in machine capacity. 

Plan B 18 a simple and adequat.payment plan tor a particul.ar 

operation or this t1P8 in which machine utilization was the onl,. 

basis .otmeaou,re. 

Other type 2 operations mq require measures of quality, aount 

ot lfUtedmatE}rials, and worker effectiveness in caring tor equipment 

or machiner.,r. 

A ceiling on opportuni t7 18 1mpl1ed by the nature of. the 

opera.tion. Premium should be sutficient to motivate the worker to 

attain the maximwR possible effectiveness. 

!m! 1. - The worker •• ni088 a machine or group ot machines which 

operate au:tomatieal.l7. 

The basic measure in this type ot operation 1s control ot 

machine productivity by controlling downtime. A oommon additional 

measure 18 quality. The pri1ldU'1 object! ve is to get max1mwu machine 

utilisation in producing good product. 

Some consideration should be ,1 van to the care which the workers 

take of themachiner.v and equipment. They ahoul4 not be permitted 

to squeeze extra production out of the machine which might cause the 

machine to break down later. 

Uanual ettort 18 normalq of no importance to the overall 

ettectt veness ot this type of operation except when manual work 1s 

done during downtimes. 
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In aome ,ituationl it mq be desired that manual effort be tled 

into the premium p&1lI8nt simply to recognize the level ot worker 

activity. If the recommendations wre strictly followed, recogni-

tion or the manual ettort requirements 'WOuld be made in the base rate. 

Hoftqr, at the present time, it mq not be feasible to make the 

neceleary change, in the. wage etructure. Also, the workers mq not 

tully- appreciate the concept that overall err. ott venesa rather than 

manual effort is 1mporta1'lt. Although the reasons given are not 

particularly sound, they do emphasize the need to do what is best 

now. Ohanges may. be made gradually and less pa1ntully later. On the 

other hand, this mq set a precedent .. Moh can be expensi va to correct. 

Plans 0 and , use manaal effort as a basis and also oonsider. other 

factors, C being a more comprehensive plan than r. 
Plans E and G do not consider manual effort at all in measur

ing .orker effectiveness. 

f7pe 3 operations include many ot the automatic or automated 

operations 1n industry today. In the •• operations the limited con

trol of the worker m.q be very important economically since idleness 

of this highl;r product! va equlpment is generally very cost17. Whether 

the worker performs maintenance when stoppages occur, replenishes 

the material When e=auated. or makes inspections and machine adjust

ments, he 1s controlling a valuable part or the total operation. 

'lype 3 operations will probably be the "bread and butter

operation. tor application of limited control incentive plans. The 
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general discussions in this paper have been aimed a.t this type of 

operation although the principles apply to all the types ot opera

tions. 

mlt - The worker attends a continuous processing machine. 

This 11 the most difticul t type of operation from the standpoint 

of measuring worker effectivenese. tlormal13 workers on such opera

tions merely observe the operation and are needed mainly in 0... ot 

equipment breakdown. As a result, it 18 otten difficult or unfeas

ible to place some of the$e operation. on incentive. 

Plan R attempted. to provide ineenti ve on a type 4 operation 

but succeeded mainlJ' in paying a nearly constant premium. One good 

measure, steam econom,y, was devised, but it had a negligible etrect 

on pq. 

Incentive plans should be applied to type 4 operations only 

when sound measures ot performance which will pay otf economicall7 

can be round.. 
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VI 

Incentive pqraent plans which 1I1ll result in substantial Sa1na 

to 'both the co.mpl&D7 and ita workers ean be devised tor limited con

trol operations. The underlying ph1lo8~phJ' ot such plans mtst be 

to pay the . worker incanti ve premium based on onq those factors ot 

the operation over which he has control and which will result in 

gains to the comp~. The reward must be sufficient to motivate 

the worker to improve his performance. 

Actual examples ot successful incentl ve plans for 11m1 ted eon

trol operations are proof that plans can be developed. on both simple 

and complex foundations. 

Regardless of the type of payment plan that is developed, there 

are principles which should be followed in order for the plan to be 

sound and successful. These princ1ples (recommendations) may be 

summarized briet17 as foll.ows I 

1. ., ,+leterrrd.n$. th., extellt ot ineenti ve cove~e by earehl. 

study and analysis of present and fUture considera

tions, both economic and otherwis •• 

2. Do not attempt to have incentive ptqment plans unlesa 

good m~gement and supervision already exist. Whole

hearted support and understanding must be developed b7 

the .... orkers, supervisors, management, and union. 
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J. Observe good worker motivation practice. especiallY 

in oftering sufficient incentive premium to st1mulate 

improved performance. 

4. Keuure worker performance by actual oontribution to 

the company in terms of product! vity, quality t and 

operating costa rather than bJ manual effort alone. 

5. Integrate or closely' coordinate the functions ot wage 

and salary administration and incent! ve payment. 

6. Have an overall incentive framework lI1 thin which 

equitable payment plans tor individual operations oan 

be tailor-made to suit the ai tnation. 

The development of sound incent! ve paJ'm8nt plans for Umi ted 

control operations, due to the relative newness of the subject, 

otters a considerable challenge. There are no model plane available 

to 801 ve aU problems of iucent! ve payment. H01fever, good plans can 

be 4eveloped on a logical baaia it (1) the problem and the nature of 

llm1ted control operat1ons are understood and (2) a sound grasp 1" 

had. ot the principles and teohniques that are presented in this 

paper. 

lftlch add! tional study 18 needed to help develop llm1 ted control 

incentive plans to a much higher degree than exists today. This 

paper has bare~ scratched the surface on some topics and has o~ 

presented rood tor thought nther than concrete 8olutions tor others. 
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Some suggested subjecta tor further $ tudy are s 

1. A study or mati vation by both financial and non

financial means. ne,term1nation ot the amount of prem1ua 

which m:wst be otrered to get a worker to improve his 

performance. Investigat10-11 or the marginal value of 

add.ed income as worker l1:ri.ng standards rise. 

2. Development ot new measurement techniques for worker 

controlled factors other than manual. effort ormach1ne 

tu. . Increasing the U_ ot stat1lJ-tical techniques in 

measurement. 

). Development or a complete integrated meanrement ot the 

whole job of a worker including base rate measures and 

incentive premium measures. 

'fheeconomic importance ot incentives tor limited control 

operations is due to the high investment in the equ1pment operated 

or serviced by.& worker. In one oue, a one minute reduction of 

machine do-mtime each ahift would. saYe $SO,ooo per year. Even 

though the amount ot control exerted over the operation by the worker 

mq be ll.mi ted, the dollar value of that control is generall7 greater 

than that ot a comparable hand..paoed operation. !beretore, little 

changes in worker perf'orm.ance cause large gains or lGs.e. to the 

company. For the .. reasons it is desirable to have inoentive pqment 

plans which will deter the worker from poor performance and motivate 

him to greater effectiveness. 



We can ex;pect to have more and more 11m.! ted control operations 

in the future due to technological advancement. 

There will always be operations which cannot be economical.l7 

put on incant! ve because of high costs of measurement and adminis

tration and/or low gains to the company. Before arbitrarily draw

ing a conclusion that inoentive pal-l1'ftent is impractical, a thorough 

analysis should be made of the operation in question. The. only 

reason workers are put on a job is because the,.. are lleeded to con

tribute to the overall operation. 

No company should undertake incant! ve payment plans tor limited 

control operations as a substitute tor good manao~nt and adminis

tration. Incentive plans are a tool to be used as a en!lmlem~t to 

help secure increased effectiveness. No plan ca."). be better than the 

people who develop and adm1nist&r it. Experience haa ahaft. that 

the companies which enjoy the greatest success wi th incentive plane 

ar. those which have good employee relations and good management 

at all level. or supervision. 

The purpose ot this paper has been to show how sound incent! ve 

payment plans can be a.pplied to llm! ted control operations with 

resultant gains to both the COmpL"'ly and the workers. Emphasis has 

been placed on the philosophy that such payment plans must be developed 

b,- measuring overall worker pertormance on the factors otproductioD. 

controlled. by the worker rather than 'tv m.easuring manual ettort or 

Rbusyttnese alone. Several examples or current plana were glyen to 

clarity the probl~m and present some approaches to it. A pneral 
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discussion (whether or not to haft incent! ves, moti vatton, measure

ment, and economics) presented ideu, technique., and problema or 
incentive payment tor lim. ted control operations. Finall7 a list ot 

recommendations was given. 

The .wthor sincerely hopes that the material presented here 

has been effective in (1) convincing the reader of the importance 

and feasibility of incentives tor limited control operations, (2) 

presenting techniques and ideas which will be helpful in developing 

such plans, and () stimulating creative thollght which will result 

in better ideas, techniques, and inceDtive plans tor the future. 
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Plan A --
De.oription itthe9P!rat1on 

Plan A 1. ..peclall1 designed tor manual effort operationa 

which maybe altemately. hand-paced or schedule-paced (limited 

control) due to uncertaint1 of the availability ot work. It 11 

being applied to a laboratory operation in which a worker performs 

a chemical analysis on product samples. This is normal.ly a one m.an 

job, but the workload mAy' vary to require a high ot one and a halt 

men or a low ot on11' one halt man (working at 100% effectiveness) 

tor a given shift. When the It'Orkload 1s low (las8 than a one man 

job ) it 1s still necessary to keep a man in the lab because 8maplea 

arri va randomly and must be handled quickly. There are no other 

jobs which can be gi van the worker in the lab to till the remainder 

of his time. When the workload ia high (more than a one man job) 

additional help m., be secured for the lab worker. 

Philo80e9l!!~ P!f!!nt!!!a 

Manual effort ia the fundamental b.ais tor inoentive p~ent 

in this plan. Incentive premium. is paid to encourage the worker to 

handle as much work as po.sible without using additional help. In 

this respect 1 t is similar to straight piecework plans. However, 

consideration 18 made of the tacta that workload 1s orten too lOY 

to keep the worker 10C>% busy and that true manual etton is not 

al • .,. equal to production eflectlveness. 
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Conftntional standard times are 8et on a per occurrence buis 

tor all operations performed by the worker assuming that there is 

enough work available tor him to be 100% busy. By dividing standard 

hours earned Qy actual hour. worked a production effectiveness 1. 

calcu.lated.. 

!We adjustment. are made to convert the production etrective-

ne •• to pay percent. 

The first adjustment convert. production effectiveness to true 

manual etfeet! vene".. Studies have shown that, 'becau.e the worker 

can organize hi. work in lars-I" unite and., therefore, work more 

etfect! vely as the workload increases, true manual eftect! ven ••• 

18 onq 80% variable with respect to production eftectt venes8 cal

culated from the standards. True manual effectiveness is the per

cent that ideal4r would be paid it the operation were complete17 

hand-paced. 

the second adjustment adds a u.keup peroent to the true manual 

ettect! vene.. in order to get the pay percent. This is done to 

oompensate the worker when "true manual etfectt venesa" 11 low due 

to laek ot work which is not the worker's fault. Thus the compan;rt s 

desire is fulf1lled that the worker have an opportuni ty to earn 27" 

premium above his daywork rate tor average workload conditions it 

hewarks at a true 100% pace (equaling average earnings under a 

previous plan). 'When makeup i8 applied, pay percent is only 2~ 

variable With respect to production effectiveness. No makeup ia 

gi ven above UO% production effeoti veness. Every six months J makeup 
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ia revised to :meet average workload condi tiona. Therefore, makeup 

gete smeller as the operation approaches becoming completely band

paced with no workload restrictions. 

D.sor1~ion !! ~. P!f!!nt ~ 

I. Measure of Performanoe - Manual eftort is the basic _~ of 
........ .----. - .---------
performance. standard times are set on a per occurrence basi. 

for all operations performed by the worker. The •• standards 

reflect procluction output and are adjusted to aholl' true manual 

effectivenese. Studies show that, when the worker earns l~ 

production effect! veness trom the standards, he is actu.al.l.7 

performing at 100% true manual ef'teetlvenesa. However, when 

llO% production etfectiveneas is earned, true manual effective

ness is only lOS.. Likewise, 9~ production effectiveness 

requires 92% true manual effectiveness. The explanation for 

this is given under "Philosophy ot the P~ent Plan." 

II. pal!!nt Procedure - Pq is calculated each shift as followsr 

(Makeu.p has been determined baaed on an averaga workload. or 

100% production ettectivenesl tor the past six months and 1. 

shown on the chart used in the calculations.) 

A. Calculate productiQn etfectiveness. 

1. Standard hours == Production lC Standards 

2. Produotion eftectiveness : standard houra 
Actual h.ottra 
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B. rind pq percent (- true manual errectlven ... + makeup) 

from the chart on page 125. 

1. Read production effect! ven... into the horiaont~ ..xiI 

of the ohart. 

2. Go up to the pay line. 

3. Go lett and read pay percent from the vertioal axis. 

(~Totice that true manual .rfecti veness can be read from 

thevertical axis by going up to the true manual 

effect! veU88 line and lett to the vertical axis. Make

up 1s equal to pq percent minus true manual effective

nes._ . When posting worker eamings, the makeup is 

posted also to impress the worker with the tact that 

he is reoat ving makeup.) 
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III. Example!! Paz Oalculation 

A. Datal 

1. Standard hours earned - 7" 20 

2. Actual hours = 8.00 

3. Daywork ra~ • $2.00 

4. Incentive rate = ~ x $2.00 :: ~2.40 

B. Calculations I 

1. Production effectiveness = 1.20 Standa~ hours • 9o.l 
8.00 Actual hours 

2. From chart. 

Pq percent = 104% 

True manual efteott venea. = 92_ 
Makeup I: ~ 

3. Pay = 104% x $2.40 x 8.00 = $19.97 
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Plan B --
Description.!! the OPeration 

Plan :e 1. an individual incentive plan tor operators ot a 

group otplastic· molding machines. Each worker operates a single 

molding machine which has a C7cle time ot thirtJ' seconds. The 

C)"cle time is broken down as toUows I 

9 aeconde - Machine opens, worker l"amoves molding with 

tonga and inserts plutic preform tor next molding, 

machine closel. A worker working at a normal ~ 

pace can perform the manual work in seven seoonds. 

21 seconds - Machine operation time. During this time the 

worker cuts sprue. and nash tram previous molding, 

puts the molding in a container, and gets read7 to 

rem.ove next molding and insert the pretorm when the 

machine open.. A worker working at a normal lOO':;C 

pace can perform the manual work in 15 seconds. 

The machin.e cycle time 1s fixed and cannot be shortened. It 

the worker is sloW' and gets behind he ma,y keep the machine open in 

excesl ot nine seconds by a toot operated control. The worker haa 

no control over product qual! ty-. 

The worker i8 at work eight hours each shirt, but he must take 

two mandatory 10 minute personal breaks and a m&'1dato17 30 minute 

lunch break at specified times. Therefore, seven hours and 10 minutes 

(430 minutes) are available for machine operation. 
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Philo.opN' .!£ .!:!!! PN!ent l.!!!! 
Obviously', in this ease, the maximum product! va output of the 

worker i8 lind ted by the machine capac! t7. The only control exerted 

by the worker il his manual etrort in maintaining the machine cycle. 

Plan B 18 designed to give 1l0netal'1 incant! ve to the worker to get 

ma.x::tnmm utilization trom the machine by measuring his actual perlo!\-

mane. against the maximum possible performance. 

nescr12t1on S!!. !!!! f!l!ent .!!!!:. 
I. Meuure.9!.12!rtormance - Effectiveness of pertormanoe of the 

worker is _~d by di v1ding actual production by maximDl 

possible production. Thus, the worker is working at 100% 

ettect1.eness When he maintains the machine e.yele throughout 

the shift. In this ease maximum production is 860 moldings per 

shitt. (430 work minutes ..:.. 1/2 minute eycle time = 860) • 
II. Payment procedure - Pay is calculated tor each shift as lol101ll 

(assume the worker works a full eight hour shift) I 

A. Calculate percent etfect1 veness by d1 rlding actual pro

duction by 860. 

B. Determine P&7 percent by adding S~ to the percent etrective-

ness. 

C.. Pq:: Pay percent x Actual hou.re x Incenti va rate 

Where I Pq percent is described above. 

Actual hours 1. the number of hours the worker 11 

at work. 

Incentive rate 18 12~ x Daywork rate tor the job. 



III. ;El§!!ele 2! .f!Z Calculation 

A. Data: 

1. Aotualproduction = 8S1 moldings 

2. D:qwork rate :: $2.00 

3. Incant! ve rate • $2.00 x 120% • ~2.40 

4. Aetual hours = 8 (430 minutes on the job plU8 30 minute 

lunch plus 20 minute. personal) 

B. Calculations t 

1. Percent effect! veneas = m x 100 • 99% 
860 

2. Pq perce,nt • 9'" .. ,~ = 1* 

3. pay == 104% x e hours x $2.40 = $19.97 
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'lan C --
n •• cri:e!ion !!. the 9,e!rat1on 

Plan C ie sui table as 8 group or individual plan for almost 

any operation but 18 best tor situations in which the worker 

services a machine or group of machines which operate automatlcall1" 

and 1n lfhicb the worker performs mostly manual work in opera.ting a 

machine having production restricted by the machin.ts capac~t1. In 

the •• operations, manual effort 18 ot some importance, but other 

factors controlled by the worker such as quality and downtime may 

be more :bnportant in increasing the output ot good product. 

A typical application of this plan will be used for illustrative 

purposes. Consider a oentrifuge used for refining a liquid produet 

to separate a basic product from 01l1' waste. The worker is about 

8,% busy with manual work. In operating the centrifuge he controls 

process output and refining 108sel. Process output is the anount ot 

good product turned out ot the centrifuge. It may be increased by' 

proper machine operation and :reduction of downtime. Refining losees 

are losses of good product which is drawn off with the oily .. asta. 

Good 'worker pertormance reaults in high process output and low 

retining losses. 

Ph1loaoa . .2£ !!!! P!Z!!Dt Plan 

Incenti vs pq varies with respect to manual ettort and control 

ot other factors by the worker such as downtime and quality_ Each 
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operation to be placed on incentive is carefully studied to deter.m1ne 

manual eftort requirements, worker controlled factors of importance, 

and the relative importanceot these worker controlled t actors. A 

payment plan is then set up which will pay incentive tor manual 

eifortand other important factors in relation to the importance of 

the tac't;ors. 

No. ()perationa requiring 1 ••• than 70% unual effort on the 

average are put on incentive. The company reasons that 8n1' worker 

who 18 le88 than 70% busy' should get satisfactory Naults on all 

factors without added incent.ive. Jobs are generally established with 

manual requirements significantly over 10J' in order to get a full 

da;yt 8 work and to avoid borderline over-under 70% cu ••• 

For performance on factors other than manual effort, more 

lncenti ve premia i8 paid tor increasing from 9S% to 100% effect! ve

ness thantrom 7S% to 6o;t effectiveness, etc. As pertormance impro .... 

it become. more difficult t~ make further L'!lprovements and, therefore, 

more premium. is offered. No premium is paid tor performance below 7($ 

effectiveness on these factors. 

Above 143% manual etfort eftectiTeness, no premium 1s paid for 

effectiveness in controlling other factors because it 1s felt that, 

at luch a level, the worker ia too busy manually to handle other 

matters. 

Equ.tpment is alwqa operated at its rated capacity even when 

production requirements are 1O\Y. In such cases, operation 1s for 
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aborter periods or tiM. Thus the worker never loses premium 

because of machine restrictions as long as he can be assigned to 

a maohine on incentive. 

ne8cr12t1on .. !t the P!l!e!!:,! !1!! 
I.)(easure$!!.pertorm.an~ - Performance i8 measured on the bui. 

o! (A) manual etfort and (I) "other factore" such as quality and 

machine et.reot1veness. 

A. t)tandard tim.es are set for all manual work performed by the 

worker tor both machine operation time and downtime on a 

per occurrence baais. (These standard times are a sort ot 

low task standard being more liberal than the standard time 

defined in the text or this p&T.:>er. It 1$ e8timated that 100% 

pertormance on these standards is equal to about 8,% perfor

mance on high task standards.) 

In the centrifuge example used here, manna! eftort 

requirements tor a routine da.y are 6.60 stande.rd hours or 

6.80 -:- 8.00 :& 85% manual effort effectiveness. 

B. "other ractors" 8.l'e measured on the buis ot ideal perfor

mance being 100%. Selection ot othertactors 1s .ada atter 

studies and analysis to determine (1) what factors does the 

worker oontX'Ol? (2) to what extent dose he control thes. 

factors? and (3) what 18 the relative importance ot the worker 

controlled portion of the factors in terms ot cost savings? 

Typical factors measured include machine productive 
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etlie1encr, .~1lJ'l useag. I percent scrap.t level of quill "7 .. 

percent or useful b7-prodnct, density. color, etc. Studies 

are used to determine the ideal or lOO( performance levels 

and to empirical17 designate percent effect! veness measures 

tor other levels of performance. (In 80me cases the 'Worker 

can better the 100% level of performance, but he cannot 

"earntt over 100% for that particular factor.) When more 

than one tactor is meaaured for p.,ment purpose., these 

factors are weighted 8.8 to their importance so that a single 

"other factors percent effectiveness" can be calculated to 

use with the manual effort percent in determining paT. 

Two factors are measured 1n the centrifuge operation, 

namelY, process output and refining lesses. 

1. Process output is baaed on the maximum. output capaciv 

of the centrifuge. 650 pounds per hour equals 100%. 

Process output eftecti veness is actual output divided 

by 6,0 pounds per hour. 

2. Ideal refining losses are determined by running labora

tory centrifuging tests. 100% effectiveness is earned 

by' equaling the ideal loss which is 0.30% of the good. 

product. For every' O.oU that actual los.ea exceed 

ideal lose, effectiveness is reduoed 1% • 

.3. Studies ahow the following :savings for increases in 

effectiveness per 1,000 pounds of products 



1$ increase 1n process output etfeet! veness saves $.0.80. 

1" increase in refining losses effectiveness saves $2.50. 

Therefore, the weighting of the t actors tor pq purposes 

is to.80. = 24% tor process output 
tt2.S0+ $0.80 

and . $2.50 = 76% tor refining 108.8 •• 
$2.50 + $0.80 

II. Payment Procedure - 1'8.1' for the worker is calculated each shUt 

a8 follows: 

A. Determine manual effort percent. 

B. Determine the effectiveness percent for all "other factors. 1t 

o. Calculate the weighted aven.ge or "other factors percent 

effectivenesa" tor effectiveness percents ot the other 

factors. 

D. Determine "Pq percent" from the chart on page 13, which 

applies to all operations covered by this plan. 

1. Locate the actual "manual eftort percent" on the hori-

zontal axis. 

2. Go straight up until the line representing actual "other 

faotors percent effectiveness" 18 reached • 

.3. Go hort.ontally to the lett and read the ftpay percent" 

on the vertical axis. 

E. Pq = Pay percent x Daywork rate x Aotual hours. 
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TII. Example.2! ~ Ca.loulation 

A. Data: 

1. Standard hours for manual work =- 6.80 

2. Process outputs standard = 650 po:nndsper hour 

Actual = 600 pounds per hour 

3. Refining losses t standard = O.3O't 

Actual :I 0.42% 

4. Weighting ot other factors l Pl'oeess output - 21&% 

Refining losses - 76~ 

,. Actual worker hours = 8.00 

6. Dqwork rate II $2.00 

B. Calculations I 

1. lfanual effort percent = 6.80 ~td •. bra. :: 8S~ 
8.00 actual bra. 

2. Pro" ••• output etfectivenesa = 600 actuallbe.b!r. = m 
6S0 standard lba./hr. 

Refining losses .ffectiveness .. 

100% _(0.42% actual- O.3g! standard) = 88% 
.0]$ 

3. other factors percent effectiveness (weighted average) 

== 24% x m process output + 76% x 88% refining losses = 89%. 

4. From the chart, a,s manual errort percent and 89% other 

factors percent effectiveness gives 113% p., percent. 

s. P.,. 113% x $2.00 x 8.00 = $18.08 
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Plan D --
D8.cr~Rt~oA2!" th, 9p!ratton, 

This group incentive plan was designed tor crews operating a 

speoial type of automatic processing equ.:tpment. The operation con

sists of a batter.y of machines each of which processes several 

variations of a liquid product. Usua~ a erew ot five men operates 

each machine. Crew sls •• are sat by supervision. Men may be added 

or taken away when necessary. Finished product is placed in ea..¥l.S 

of 200 pounds gross weight each. Full and emptY' cans are handled bY' 

hoists and are transported on four-wheeled dollies whioh are pushed 

by' hand. The speed at which the machine operates is determined by' 

a product supervisor and is not under the crewts control. From 

three to 30 cans ot product are produced 1n an eight hour shift. 

Operation of the machine is automatic but close observation or 

attention by the crew is necessary because f'requ~nt control adjUlt

menta are needed to maintain satisfactory quality. The machine 

operates continuously except for sch~duled stoppages for product 

ohange, cleanup, machine adjustments, and minor maintenance. stan

dard times for these downtimes range trom four to 60 minutes each; 

the number of downtimes ranges from none to 12 per $h1ft. Longer 

downtimes tor major maintenance or cleaning r.rJI1Y be scheduled peri

odically. 

The product produced by the machine is classified as .tandard or 

waste. Waste product XI8'T or mq not be the crew's fault.'or 
) 
I 



example, failure to keep the machine adjusted properly would be the 

crew's fault, but interior raw materials would not. 

M~anu.al work is largely confined to the handling of the cans 

and the w~rk done during the d01mt~"OOe. The workers average being 

between ,0% and 75% busy. They ,~at lunch and take personal breaks 

one at a time when they can be spared without affectin.g the machinets 

operation. 

Philos02Bl £! theP!l!!at Plan 

The a.il'll of the plan is to gi va monetary inoenti ve to the crew 

to increase the output of good product by minimizing. downtime and 

waste and at the same time to have pq vary u ma.rm.al effort varies. 

1.nc~nti ve bonus is earned r or output in two ~s: Bonus is 

pa.:1d £ or all time the machine runs standard product, I..'ld bonus is 

paid tor performing downtLlle operations in less time than the 

allotted standard time tor the downtime. In this manner pay increas •• 

al the etfecti veness of operation of the m.aohine increases. 

Since manual effort tor this operation is extremely difficult 

to measure, and since it 1fas kn01m that manual effort varies directq 

aa the number of cans filled and downtimes encountered, a relative 

activity type of payment was devised for manual effort. In this plan 

the crew m th the most cans and downtimes Neei yes the most bonus tor 

manual effort. The bonll8 is periodically- adjusted to average five 

percent. The adjustment serves to keep pay trom going out of control 

it the average nlL'Uber of cans and, downtimes mcree.sea over 8 long 

period of time. It was de.irable to have this control since no real 



_uur.m..nt wu mad. to establish manual effort standards. This 

.asure does reQogniae relative differences in manual effort among 

crews on the smne shift and for the sa_ crew on different shifts. 

Orew labor hours do not enter into the calculation or pa,r. 

nencrew $1ze varies,the pay percent still i8 calculated the same 

tor all crew members. 

Descri,fi~oll . .e£ l!!!. P!l!!St .f.!.e 
I. "81111'98 !2!p!rtormanoe - Performance or each ern is :measured 

on the basis of (A) machine effectiveness, and (B) relat1'ge 

activity. 

A. Machine errecti veness 

1. For every hour the machine runs "wn time standard 

. hours" are earned in accordance with the following 

tablet 

1.0 Std. hr. - Standard product 

1.0 Std. hr. - V/aate, crew not responsible 

0.9 Std. hr. - Waste, responsibiUty undertain 

0.0 Std. hr. - waste .. crew responsible 

These classificat10ns are made by the production 

supervisor. The crew can appeal anY' decision, but the 

'burden or proof lies with the crew. (Disputes rarely 

occur, since the product supervisor carefully inves

tigates the caU8es of all waste.) 

2. Standards baaed on time studies (leveled but with no 

al101t'8nC8S added) are set tor all types ot rGll'liine 



downti.... When a downtime occurs t "dawntime standard 

hours" are eamed equal to the standard tor that par

ticular downtime. For exa'lple, it a downtime standard 

is 0.4 hour. then 0.4 standard hours are eamed every 

time that do_time occurs • 

.3. "Machine time on incant! ve" i8 all time except time the 

machine 18 used tor experimental lOrk plus time the 

machine i8 idle for arrr "aeon except scheduled dOlfll

times tor which standards exist. 

4. Machine ettect! veness 1. calculated trom the toll.ow1ng 

to~lal 

Machine ett. • IuD time . ..w.~ . hrt. i Downt1me std. bra. 
lIach1ne time on aeent! va 

B. Relatl va act! vi tJ" 

1. The average number ot cans tilled per machine hour on 

incenti va and the average number or standard downtimes 

per machine hour on incentive are calculated. for aU 

machines combined. 

2. A table (table 12. page lb5) is maintained which indicates 

A 5~ bonus tor the average number of cane and downtimes 

and bonusea ranging from 0 to lO% tor other combinations • 

.3. The table 18 adjusted ever.y six months to keep the 

average bonus at S!C. 
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II. '!l!!nt;e%'0C8dure, - Pay i8 calculated tor each crew member for 

each ahi.ttae tollow: 

A. Find "machine pq pe~cent" by calculating machine errectt ve

n ••• and. reading it into table '1 (page 144). The formula 

for machine effectiveness was,g1ven earlier. 

B. 'ind Brelat! ft actt vi ty par percent" by oalculating actual 

CInS per hour and standard downtiMs per hour and reading 

them into table li2 (page 145). For example, it 20 cans 

are tilled and machine time on 1n~ntlve was six hours, 

actual cans per hour = 20/6 • 3.33. 

c. Find .pay percent" which is the Stl.U1 of "machine paY' percent" 

and "relative ~tlvit7 PaT percent." All members ot. a CNW' 

reeeive the same "pq percent.· 

D. Pq = Pay percent x Actual hours on incentive x Incentive rate 

Where. Pay percent is described above 

Aotual hours on incent! ve 1. the l1U1Ibar ot hours the 

crew _bel' was assigned to the maohine while 

the machtne was on incentive. 

Incentive rate 18 120% X the daywork rate tor the job 

being performed by' the crew member. 

III. E!!t!!2le. s! !!!Z Calculation 

!!!!pie t1 
tA. Data: 

1. Machine run ·time .tandard hours = 7.07 

(The machine operated 7.07 hour. and produced aU 

standard product.) 



2. Downtime ·standard hours = 1.00 

(one product change, standard • 1.00 hour, 1IU 

performed in 0.93 actual hours.) 

3. lIachine tiM on incentive = 8.00 houra 

(7.01 operating hours + 0.93 downtime hours.) 

4. P'or activity chart (table 112) 

19 cans tllled = 19/8 &I 2.4 cans per hour 

1 dolmtime = 1/8 = 0.1 downtime per hour 

5. Daywork rate :: $2.00 

6. Incent! va rate = $2.00 x 12~ =: #2.40 

7. Actual crew member hours on incent! ve = 8 

B. Calculations I 

1. Machine etfect1veneaa = 7.0; t 1.00, : 1.01 
.00 

From table 11 s Machine pq percent = 10]$ 

2. From table 12t Relative activity pq percent tor 2.1a. 

cane per hour and 0.1 downtime per hour • 4%. 

3. '87 percent = 101% and b$ = lOSS. 

4. Pq = lOS% x 8.0 hours It $2.40 = '20.16 

1§!!!Ple t! 
A. Data: 

1. Machine run time standard hours = 6.47 

2. Std. product produced tor ,.2.3 bra. = 5.23 std.. hra. 

3. Wastet Crew not responsible; produced tor 0.34 hours = 
0.34 std. bra. 



4. Wutel Responsibility' uncertainJ produced tor 1.00 hre. = 
0.90 atd. hra. 

,. Waste. Crew responsibleJ produced tor O.S' bra. s 0.00 std. bra. 

Totals. 7.42 machine operation hrs.J 6.47 etd. hI'S. 

6. Downtime standard hourse 0.38 

One speed change, std. :: o.~o hrs., performed in 

0.20 actual hours. 

one wuhup, std. •• 0.18 bra., performed in 0 • .38 

actual hrs. 

Totals. 0.58 actual hrI.) 0.38 ltd. bra. 

7 • Machine time on incent! ve = 8.00 hours 

(7.42 operating hours + 0.S8 downtime hours) 

8. For activity, chart (table 12) 

1$ cans tilled = 1,/8.0 -1.9 cans per hour 

2 d.owntime. : 2/8.0 =. 0 • .3 downtimes per hour 

9. DQ'WOrk rate = $2.00 

10. Incentive rate = $2.00 x 120;( = $2.40 

11. Actual CN1I' member hours on incentive. 8.0 

B. Calculations: 

1. V.chine effectiveness = 6.1&.1 ... 0.38 • 0.86 
8.00 

rr()lU table. #1 t !lachine pq percent == 91~ 

2. From table 12. Relative activity P&7 percent tor 1.9 oans 

per hour alii 0.3 downtimes per hour = L$ 

l. Pay percent == 91% + ~ • ,," 
4. P&7:: 9S% x 8.0 hours x $2.40 = 118.2" 
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Table 11 

Machine Pay Percent 

Vachine tfachin8 
Ittectiven ••• Pq Percent 

.00 - .2S 83 

.26 ... 45 84 

.46 - .60 8, 

.61 - .70 86 

.71 - .75 87 

.76 ... 79 88 

.80 - .82 89 

.83 - .8S 90 

.86 ... 81 91 

.88 ... 89 92 

.90 - .91 93 

.92 .- .93 94 

.94 ... 9S 9S 
.96 96 

•• 91 97 
.98 98 
.99 99 

1.00 100 
1.01 101 
1.02 102 

1.03 10) 
1.04 lOb. 
1.0, lOS 
1.06 106 
1.01 101 



Table 12 

Relative Activit,. Pay Percent 

Dowllt1Jrle. Cant per hov.r 
per hour 0.5' 1.0 1.; 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 

0.0 1 2 2 ) 1 4 4 
0.1 1 2 .3 .3 4 4 5 
0.2 2 2 3 4 4 5 , 
0.3 2 .3 .3 4 $ 5 6 
0.4 ) .3 4 4 $ 6 6 
0.5 .3 3 4 5 5 6 7 
0.6 .3 4 4 5 6 6 7 
0.7 4 4 5 , 6 1 7 
0.8 4 4 ;: 6 6 7 8 

llelative Aotivity' Par Percent 

Hotelt 1. For simplicity 80me valu •• are omitted. 

2. 'or put six months t 

Average oans per machine hour on incentive: 2.5 

Average standard downtimes per maehiae hour' on 

inoentive - 0.4 



PlAn E --
Description. g! .!!!!. QR!ratlon 

PUn.! is a group ineent1 va plan tor crews operating a special 

t1J)8 of continuous automatio processing equipment. The operation 

consiat •. of a. number ot large machines which extrude continuous 

strips of a plastic product at a constant speed of 40 teet per 

1Iinute. Finished product 1s wound onto large reels in leng\ha of 

) ,000 teet and gross weight of about 3S0 pounds each. Reels are 

handled manual17 1d th hoists and. monorails. 

'lhe speed at which the machine operates 1s established by 

supemsion and 18 not controlled by the workers. Main duties of 

the crew members are to constantly observe the operation of the 

machL~., to make necessary adjustments to keep it operating properlT. 

to handle the product, to perform. miscellaneous clerioal duties, and 

to perform ecbeduled operations such as minor cleanup, 81 se change, 

etc. Normal Crn' 81se i8 two to four men, and either one or two 

machines is assigned to each crew. Crew SiM and machine &Slign.

menta are determined by' supervision. The crew _m'bera average ~ing 

about S~ busy. 

The compiexi. t7 of the maohine and process leads to frequent 

troubles resulting in non-standard or waste product being produced. 

Alert crew performance can prevent some of these troubles but not 

all or them. Aleo, good crew performance can reduce wute by hasten

ing correctiou when troubles do oocur. 
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Due to the difficulty of machine start-up which requires a 

.killed ern several hours to get the produot running satisfac

torily , it ie normally an economical practice to run waste product 

(which can be reclaimed) while troubles are betng looated and cor

reetiona made. Only in cases of major difficulty is a machine shut 

down. 

Philo802¥.2! .. !!!. P!l!!ftt l2:!!! 
This plan 1s designed to pay some incentive bonus for all time 

that good product i8 being produced. Pq equal to 10$% tll1188 the 

d&JWOrk rate is guaranteed while on incenti ve. For avery hour 

which good product 1s produced an incentl va premium of 20% of the 

dqwork rate 18 paid. Thus a maximum premium ot 20% of dqwork rate 

18 possible for production alone. In add! tioD, nste allowance 

standards are established on the buis of previous performance 

which, it bettered, litq result in some extra premium. Some wute 

is run intentionally according to instructions from supeM'ision 

for which full premium is paid. Other operational wute normally 

earn. no premium p~t regardless ot whether or not the workers 

cause it. Thus, workers earn incentive premiUll by preventing waste 

through alert operation and by' correcting troubles which occur as 

quickly and efficiently ae possible. Waste whioh 18 run intention

ally per supervisory instructions plus an amount of waste equal to 

that allowed by wute allowance standards is called authorized or 

allowed waste and earns premium. All other waste is unauthorized 

and earns no premium. 



Description . .2£. .. la P!i!!PtPlJaD 

I. .~'.!!,R!rtormance - The following factors are used 1n 

•• ~ performance a (1) Total hours on production, (B) 

houn during which good product is produced, (0) waste al101f8l1C8, 

(D) standard hours ot scheduled. waste, and (E) anthon_ad waste 

hours. 

A. Total hours on production 18 the total time the crew is 

.. signed to operate a machine or machine •• 

B. Hours during which good product i.produced is determined 

from production :records. (Total hours on production

waste hours = hours of good product.) 

C. A standard waste allowance i8 established tor each machine 

based on the average percent of unscheduled and unauthorised. 

waste tor the previous ell months. standard waste allow. 

ances are revised every six months. To insure that lfO%'kens 

always have an opportunitY' to better the standard waste 

allOlt'Mce, no allowances m.q be lese than 1%. standard 

hours for the Tlute allowance are calculated as tollows t 

Std. waste allowance hours = Std. 'Oate allowance percent 

x actual hours on production. 

D. Standard waste. hours are standard hours eamed tor waste 

which is run while scheduled operations such as minor 

cleanup, size change, etc. are being performed. Time 

ataildards are set tor these types of operations. It a 
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cleanup standard is one hour, one standard hour ot scheduled 

waste is earned regardless of the time taken bY' the workers 

to perform the cleanup. 

I. Scheduled wute hours are standard hours earned to compen

sate r or waste which is run during occurrences 8ueh as pro

duct change, detective raw material, and experimental work. 

There are no time standards for these operations, and one 

standard hour is earned tor every actual hour taken. 

II. 'P!i!!nt 2rocedure - pay is calculated tor each crew mem.ber tor 

each shift as tollows. 

A. Calculate the fixed guaranteed pay from the formula. 

Fixed pa:r II 100% x Darwork rate x Actual hours 

B. Calculate premium hours tor each machine assigned. as follou. 

Premium hours = Hours ot good product + standard -uta 

allowance hours .. st&"ldard waste hours + 
Scheduled waste hours. 

c. Calculate average premium hours earned for the machines 

D. C8.l.culate premium P&7 using the formulas 

Premium pay • 2~ x Dqwork rate x Average pread.UlI hra. 

E. PaT II Fixed pay .. Premium pq 

III. ~Pl.e.2! l!!l Calculation 

A. Datal 

1. A crew at three un is usigned to operate two maclp.n88, 

A and B. 



2. Uachine A 

Actual hours on production = 8.00 

Hours of good. product II 7.97 

standard waste allowance = 1.OO~ 
No standard waste hours or sehedulsd waste hours 

'.Machine B 

Actual hours on production = 8.00 

Hours at good product = 4.2, 

standard waste allowance = 1.87% 

Minor cleanup t Standard waste hours = 0.12 

Detective materials caused 0.28 hours of nste: 

Scheduled waste hours. 0.28 

Each crew member works 8.00 hours. 

n.,work rate :: $2.00 

B. Calculations 

1. 'ixed pay • 10,% x $2.00 x 8.00 == $16.80 

2. Premium hours: 

Jl.aeh1ne A 

Hours ot good. product 

Std. waste allrJW'ance hrs. :: 1.00% x 8.00 hrs. : 0.,08 -Machine A premia hra. = 8.0S 



Hours or good product • 4.2S 
Std. waste allowance hours = 1.81% x 8.00 bra. = 0.15 

Std. waste hours :: 0.12 

Scheduled waste hours • 0.28 -
Machine B premiUDl hrI. • 4.80 

3. Average prem1ua hn. ;: 8.gz i 4.80 = 6.b3 

4. PremiUll pay - 20% It $2.00 x 6.43 :I $2.S7 

,. Pay. Fixed pay .. Premium pay :: $16.80 .. $2.S7 = $19.37 

IV. Notes ~ . ~~ . p&!!nt plan 

A. A.verage condItions of production at which unsoheduled and 

unauthorized waste is equal to the standard '.aste allannce 

result in earnings o,f' 2S~ above the daywork rate. 

B. Since loS% 0,£ the ~aywork 18 fixed and guaranteed, onJT the 

premium may var:r. No premium. is earned (except for the 

waste allowance) when nothing but wute ia produced, and 

20% premium 1s earned when no wute occurs (again excluding 

the waste allonna.). Theretore, pay 18 only 20% variable 

with respect to production. A 5% increase in good product 

1s needed to earn a 1:« 'increase inpq. 
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Plan , --
De,o:r\ption ~ . th~ .. 2I!!;r.-atiQn 

This plan is applioable to almost L~ operation but is especi-

ally designed and suited tor "automated" or mechan11ed opera.tions 

in which the wQrker services a machine or group of machines which 

operate automatically. 

For illustrative purposes we shall consider this pla.~ in a 

typical application in lIhich a single worker services two automatic 

machine. -.hich package a dry rood product In small paper boxes. 

the worker' 8 duties inoludeobsarv1ng lttachine operation and material 

flow making necessar,r minQr adjustments, recording production~ and 

weighing samples ot the packaged product. He 1s about .90% busy 

servicing three machines. 

The worker controls the quality ot output with respect to 

weight and condition of the package but not with respect to the food 

product i teelf • tlachine speeds are fixed and constant, but the 

worker controls production output to aome extent b.r his effective

ness in adjusting and servicing the machines. 

Philosoph;y !!. ~P&!entPlan 
the funda'llental idea behind this plan is to measure worker 

product! vi ty rather than machine productivity. 

Pay is related primari17 to manual effort of the worker, but 

adjustments are mad. for quality and tor production effectiveness 

(actual production divided by standard production at machine 



capac! ty) • If a job i8 worth 7.00 standard hours ot manual ettort, 

and if . actual produotion effect! veness 1s only m ot machine oapacity, 

then 7.00 x 90% • 6.30 standard hours will be used in the pay calcu-

lat1on. the worker 'Worked 8.00 hours, his effeetivenesswould be 

6.30 -:- 8.00 or 79%. Quality adjustments are made in a like manner. 

Incenti?e p~ is based on the percent effectiveness. For 67~ 

effectiveness, 100% of the daywork rate is paid; and, for eve17 2% 

increase in percent effectiveness above 67%, a 1$ incentive bonus 

is earned. Incentive bonus (based on the measure of manual err ort) 

1s earned by maintaining qualitYJ by keeping the machine operating 

at standard production, and by reducing downtime. 

nescri2tion ~the ,~ent Plan 

I. Keasures.2!. performance - !,feasures consist of (A) time standards 

for the worker's manu.a.l work, (B) production effectiveness of 

the maohine I and ( C) quality pertormance. 

A. Standard times are set for all work done by the operator 

on a per occurrence baaia including both pbpical eftort 

and machille watching work. 

1. llachine operation standards of standard man hours per 

machine hour are established tor each machine based on 

the time standard.lS. These standards include aU 

opera.tor work such as observing, adjusting, recording, 

and sampling. They are useful in determining the 

number ot machines a single operator can tend and in 
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balancing workloads among operators. For eX8lnple, it 

a machine operation standard is 0.03 man hours per 

m.achine hour, three such machines cou.ld be assigned to 

• single operator. ,standards mq exceed 1.00 standard 

m.an hours per actual hour lor some aSBignments. In 

these caees the worker can increase his pace to above 

100%, giving him a high earning potential. 

2. Downtime standards tor operatiollS such as clean-up and 

product change are set and expressed as .tandard. hours 

per oocurrence. 

B. Production eftect! veness percent 18 calculated trom the 

formula. Actualproductlon;e:r machine . hour 
Standard production per machine hour 

standard production per machine hour is based on studies 

and machine capacity. If the ulachine t s standard production 

18 100 boxes per hour, and the worker onlyproduoes 90 

boxes per hour on the machine, the production effect! veness 

ie l~::~' 

n. P!l!!nt. Procedure - Pq tor the worker 18 calculated each shitt 

.., .( oUQ"ft'S t 

A. Calculate the production effect! veness percent tor each 

machine being operated using the formula gl ven previous17. 

B. Calculate standard man hours alloRd tor each machine' 8 

operation as follOlfSI 



Machine operating houra x standard man hours per machine 

hour A Production effectiveness x Quality performance. 

c. Find total standard man hours allowed as fo11olQU 

standard man !lOurS allowed tor machine operation + 
Downtime starldard hours. 

D. Determine percent effectiveneee, 

Total standard man boura allond 
Actual hours on inc.entive 

E. pa;y. (100% t Percent ~~. - 6I! ) x DapIOrk rate x Act.ual hrII. 

(l~ x Daywork rate 18 guaranteed) 

III. ~;np1e 2! I!l Calculation 

A. Data. 

1. Worker services three machines, 1, 2, and 3. 

2. Standard man hours per machine operating hour = 0.30 

tor each machine • 

.3. Qual1 t7 per£orraance is l~. 

4. standard production is r 

100 boxes per hour on machine 1 

100 boxes per hour on machine 2 

120 boxes per hour on machine .3 

S • ActuJlproduetion tor eight hours is t 

700 boxes on machine 1 (87.5 boxes per hour) 

720 boxes on machine 2 (90.0 boxes per hour) 

860 boxes on machine .3 (107., boxes per hour) 



6. All three machines operate 7.00 hours. 

7. All three machines have a product ohange J 

standard. O.SO standard hours per occurrence 

8. All three machines have a cleanupJ 

standard II 0.25 .tandard hours per occurrence 

9. Daywork rate. $2.00 

10. Actual hours worked = 8.00 

B. Calculations t 

1. production effect! veneas percent I 

Machine 1: 81. S ~ 100 II 87.5% • 

l~achine 2. 90.0 -:- 100 :: 90. ~ 

Maohine 3, 107.,,:- 120 = 89.6% • 

2. Standard man hours allowed for machine operation I 

Machine 1: 7.00 x 0.30 x 87 .,~ x 1()(),t • 1.84 

Machine 2t 7.00 x 0.30 x 90.~ x l~ = 1.89 

'Machine .3: 7.00 x 0.30 x 89.6% x It'.Xl% = 1.88 -
Total = S.61 

3. Total standard man hours allowed 

5.61 + () x 0.50) + (; x 0.2S) = 1.86 

4. Percent erfectivenesst 

7.86 + 8.00 II 98% 

5. Pay II (100% .. 98!,-67!) x $2.00 x 8.00 :& 115.5% x $2.00 x 8.00 

• $18.48 
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Plan 0 --
D.soription .!£ ~ 9R!ration ; 

This ia. a groupincentift plan tor loom fixers in a weaving 

operation. A loom. fixer is a. "orker "Who is responsible tor keeping 

a Dwaber or looms operating and in adjustment. He is a machine 

tender or "downtime eliminator- rather than a machine operator or 

m.aintenance repairman. Crew alze is eatablished by supervision and 

i8 based on the number or looms assigned to the crew. Usualq there 

are three loom tiDrs per 100 looma. Each crew is a group tor 

incentive pay purpo •••• 

A loom. fixer mq minims. downtime by making adjustments rapidly 

and by making adjustments properly so that fewer adjwstm.ents 1Ii11 

be needed later. The loom fixers arenll trained and experienced 

and realize that hut,. but poor present adjustments may aau.s.. 

excessive downtime later. 

The product produced in this caee 1" a cloth woven of heavy 

twisted paper which will be used to make bags for packaging cltrua 

fruits. All looms are ,ot the same type and run at a constant speed 

of 160 picks per minute (a pick 1s a loom. unit of production). 

Machine operators, the direct labor in this case, are covered 

b.1 anothe~ incentive plan. 



Ph1losop& !! the P!l!!nt f!!! 
This plan is designed to g1 ve strong monetary incent! ve to the 

loom fixers to minLllize downtime by performing their jobs quick17 

and properly. Theoretlcall7, pertect performance would result in 

no downtime or 100,( loom productive effectiveness. Perf'ormance is 

.asured on the basis of actual loom product! va effectiveness achieved 

by the fixers. Pay is based on the extent to which actual perfor

mance exceeds average, performance prior to the introduction of this 

incentive plan. When certain downtLlUel occur which are not the fault 

of the fixers, allowances are made to prevent a losa ot incentive 

bonue. Pay is calculated· on a weekly basis in order to enoourage 

the loom fixers to make good adjustments instead of haaty ones. 

Description 2! ~ P!1!ent Plan 

I. .as~.2!. ;e!rtormance - Effectiveness of performance ot a crew 

ot loom fixers is determined by dl Tiding actual loom productIon 

by theoretical loom production. The amount b7 which efteotl_

ness ot performance exceeds a bue effectiveness estabUshed bT 

previous performance i8 the baaie tor cal.culat1on ot the incen-

tive bonus. 

Effeot1 vene.s or performance is calculated weekly from the 

fol101f1ng formula. Total actual picks produced t Allowances 
Loom hours x ·9600 

Where I Total actual picks produced comes trom production recorda. 

l60 picks are produced every minute the loom is running. 
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Allowances cover time lost, tor scheduled downtimes and other 

downtimes not the fault of the loom fixers. Allawances are 

expressed in picks at the rate ot 160 picks per minute 

times the base eft.et1,v~ness. Therefore, a 30 minute 

scheduled downtime would result in an allow8~e ot 30 

minutes x 160 pi.cks per mimlte x 90'f, base eff ecti vel'..eS8 

= 4320 picks. (Base effectiveness is described below.) 

Loom Qours is the number ot hours the looms serviced. 111 the 

crew otf1xers were in production. This includes all 

downtimes and actual running time. 

9600 is the maximum number of picks which ean be produced in 

an hour of loom. opera Mon at the rate ot 160 picks per minute. 

(160 picks per minute x 60 minutes per hour = 9600 picks 

per hour) 

Base effectiveness 1s the actual effectiveness ot performance 

earned on all looms combined fox" the six months immediately pre

ceding installation ot this ~ent plan. The base effectiveness 

in this case is 90% effectiveness of performance. It crew sises 

vary or if the number of looms assigned to a crew varies from the 

usual three fixers per 100 lOOQ J effect! veness of performance 

could be expected to vary accordingly. therefore, management 

reaerves the right to adjust the base effectiveness if the number 

ot loom~ or crew at se varies due to assignment changes. 



II. P!y!!nt Procedure - Pay ie calculated weeklJr astollon I 

A. Ba.se etfectt veness is determined in advance. The usual 

base effectiveness is m fora three man crew tending 

100 looms. 

B. Calculate the crew' 8 effecti'V'eMS8 ot performance tor the 

entire week using the formula giveD under measure ot 

performance. 

o. Calculate the bonus pq percent using this tolmulaa 

Bonus pq percent - 1.8 (Ert. ot pert .-Base .rt.) 

D.Pq • (100!C + Bonus pq percent) It Actual bra. x Incentive rate 

Where * Bonus pq percent is described aboft 

Act~al hours 1s the number ot hours the worker 1. 

at work 

Incentive rate 18 12<>.' X the daywork rate tor the 

job 

nI. E!!!21e 2! l!lCaloulat1on 

A. Data: 

1. Total actual picks produced = 3S,928,ooo 

(3142.5 running hours at 9600 picks per hour) 

2. Loom. hours II 4,000 (100 looms tor 40 hours each) 

3. Base effectiveness = 9QC 

4. Allowance. 

,2 loom hours lost due to scheduled downtime •• 

Allowance = S2 hours x 160 picks per minute x 60 
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minutes per hour x 90% base etfecti venea. = 
449,280 piou. 

10 10011 hours lost due to unscheduled downtime. not 

the fault ot the loom tixera. Allowance:: 10 

hours x 160 picks per minute x60 minutes per 

hour x 90% base effectiveness = 86,400 picks. 

Total allowances - 449,280 t 86,400 = SJS,660 picks. 

5. Daywork rate • $2.00 

6. Incant! ft rate = $2.00 x 120,( 8\ $2.40 

7 • Actual lfOrker hours • 40 

B. Calculations • 

35,928,000 picks produced + 
1. Effectiveness ot pertomance == 2~,,680 picks al.l.atranoe 

4,000 loom hours x 
9,600 picks per hour 

= 95.~ 
2. Bonus pq percent = 1.8 (9S.~ -90.~) • 9.0% 

3. Pq. (100% + ~) x 40 x #2.40 

Pay = $104.6h. tor the welt 

Pay = $104.64 + , = $20.93 per dq 
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Plan H --
D •• crip~t~n g£,tbe2e!~at1on 

Plan H was devised as tl group incenti va plan for workers tend-

ing equipment in a large continuous chemical refining operation 

producing a liquid product. .A group of' twelve workers per shifti. 

required to operate the equipment which is spread over a large area. 

When the process is running satisfactorily, 'tihe work consists ot 

recording instrument readings every two hours. When readings are 

ott and troubles develop, the workers must make the adjustments 

necelsar.y to resume proper operation. 

Production output 1s established by supervision and varies 

conaiderab11' averaging ~ ot equipment capacity. aenerall3.f the 

output is rmch less than the process capacity to produce. Obvious17 

production output is under the control ot the workers onJ.:F to the 

extent that they keep the process out or trouble and operating 

properly. Major trouble. or losses c.t product due to faulty 

operation rarely occur. 

Tbe on~ factor controlled b.1 the workers ot ~ significant 

illlportanee is the rate of steam used per pound. of prodact. Oood 

operation can appreciabl,y reduce the $600,000 annual cost of steam 

which is the largest single expense ot the process. steam useage 

is reduced by carefull;y watching the instruments and maldng adjust-

menta to keep the ratio of steam. to p.rod.uct near an ideal ratio. 
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Manual effort varie. only' slight~ as production O11tput is 

varied. Workers average les8 than ,0% busy on this low manual 

ettort job. 

Phi~2& 2! .:!!! PS'!!At 1!!!! 
This plan reutes the P&7 ot the group of workers to the 

amountot production and to their effectiveness in controlling 

steam ueage. Where steam useage is ooncerned the a.im is to give 

incentive to the workers to reduce the steam. rate. On the other 

hand, the purpose ot gearing pay to production output is to recog

ni •• eO!lle increase in effort and responsibility associated with 

increues in output. SineeproductiVity varies considerab17,it i8 

necessar)" to have re1ati w11' small variatioDs in pay tor large 

variations in out!)ut. Also, the plan controls crew size to soma 

extent by penalizing crell's when they use in exoess of 12 men par 

shift. Pay is calculated lR.uakly' beeana. produotion cannot be meas

ured on a daily basia. A verage production, steam rate, and crew 

hours result in an incentive bonus ot 25% of the dqwork rat. tor 

the jobs. 

De.oript1.Qn !!! .:h!. Pf1!ent 1!!!! 
I. Measure3s! p!~orunee - Performance of the crew is measured 

on the basis or (1) production output, (B) steam economy, and 

(C) aetual crew labor hours. 

A. Production output standards are set on the· basis of the 

maximum capac1ty of the process whIch 1s 801,000 pounds per 
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week. Standard hours are earned tor production output 

a.ccording to the formula. sta..-ldard hours • Actual output 

x 0.0006. Average production output 18 60% of capac1V. 

When running at this rate of production 60% x 807,000 z 

0.0006 = 291 standard hours would be eamed. 

B. steam economy standards are set and are periodicall7 rev18'118d 

and. revised in the light of' technological changes. A typi

cal standard 8team rate of 2.50 pounds ot eta_ per pound. 

ot solvent will be used in th18 example. The ratio of' 

standard .te_ rate to actual .team rate 18 used to calcu-

late standard hourI by the formula. 

Stand.ard hours = 2.13 x Std. steam rate x lO()% 
Actual steam rate 

= 2.13 x . 2.,0 x l~ 
Actual steam rate 

In other words, tor eve17 percent ot ratio of' standard ste_ 

rate to actual steam ra.te, 2.13 standard hours are earned. 

Average performance 1s 100% steam economy. 

C. Actual crew labor hours tor the standard 12 m.an crew tor 

21 eight hour shirts during a eek will total 2016 hours. 

For every actual crew labor hour up to 2016 hours per .ek, 

O.7S standard hour 18 eamed. Thus exc.ssi ve crew labor 

hours earn no standard hours. The crew averages 2016 hours 

per week and only rarely does actual crew hours exceed 2016 

per nek. 



II. P!ll!!!~Procedure - Pay is calculated weekly as rollon, 

A. Calculate the "effectt veness ratio" as £ollows: 

1. Calculate standard hours tor production houre tor 

production output, ate_ economy, and crew labor 

houre .a indicated previously'. Find total standard 

hours. 

2. Divide total standard hours by actual crew labor hours 

to determine the effectivene •• ratio. 

B. Read the "errectiveness ratio" into the folloWing chart to 

get the "1'11' percent" t 

Effectiveness ratio 

1.23 - 1.21 
1.18 - 1.22 
1.13 - 1.17 
1.08 - 1.12 
1.0) - 1.07 

.98 - 1.02 

.9) .91 

.88 .92 

.83 .87 

.78 .82 

.73 .77 
etc. 

!!!l percent 
130 
129 
128 
127 
126 
12) 

124 
123 
122 

121 
120 

eto. 

c. Pq = Pq percent x Actual hours x DQ1I'Ork rate 

m. !X!Sle.!!.!£ Calculation 

A. Data. 

1. Production tor .... ek = .564,900 pounds (70% ot capacity). 

2. Actual steam rate == 1.60 pounds steam per potmd ot 8olvent. 
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3. Actual labor hours = 2016 (12 men x 21 eight hour shUts) 

4. Dqwork rate = $2.00 

B. Calet1la,tions , 

1. 

'rodnction output 

,,64,900 pounds x 0.0006 :: 

S team economy 

2.13 x 2.,0 std. . x l~ • 
1.80 actual 

Actual crew labor hours 

2016 x 0.7, = 
Total standard hour. = 

2147 std. houn 16 = 1.06 effectiveness ratio 
20 actual hours 

Std. Bre. 

339 

296 

-
2147 

2. Reading 1.06 effectivene.s ra.tio into the chart gives 

126% pq percent. 

3. 1'8.7 (bued on 40 hour work week tor one lICl) 

Pq :: 126% x 40 hours x $2.00 

Par :: $100.80 tor the .ale 

Pq = $100.80 -i-S -$20.16 per dq 

IV. Ngte8.!! l!! P!p!nt !!!:! 
A. Average conditions ot production at 6~ ot capacity, actual 

steam rate equal to standard st •• rat. or 2.S0, and 2016 

actual crew labor hours used, 1I1U reSt1lt in an etfective

ness ratio of 1.00. For this 2,% bonus i.paid. 
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B. It is inte1'esting to note h01f' pay varies with respect to 

changes in the factors of' production output and steam 

economy. Actual Cl"81f labor hours remains constant at 2016 

tor all practical purposes. 

1. The 0.7$ standard hour per actual crew labor hour ~U 

nomally result in lS12 standard hours. Since this 1s 

relati ft17 t1xed and guarantees an effect! vaness ratio 

ot 0.7" th.,variab~. factors of production output and 

.team economy will only account for an average . of 0.2; 

ot the effect1veness ratio, or about 2li.· 0.14 tor 
20 

production oUtput and 2lJ. 0.11 for steam. economy. Due 
2061 

to the O.7S fixed portion, we 1D&7 8ay that the etfective-

nes. ratio 18 onlT 2S% variable. Theretore, a combined 

20% improvement in production output and steam econonv 

would result in on4r a S~ or 0.05 gain in the effective-

nesl ratio. 

2. Furthermore, analysis ot the chart tor converting the 

eftectiY8n •• s ratio to p., percent aho .. that tor a l~ 

or 0.10 rise in the etf'ectivenes8 ratio, pq only" riaes 

2%. !his mean. that pay ia onl7 20% variable 111 th respect 

to the .rfectiveness ratio • 

.3. The oYerall effect ot the above VI.1'1ab111 ty discus.1oD 

1s that with respect to product101l output and steam 

econO!l7 the payment is only )~ (2S': x 2~) variable. 

This means that a combined 20% improvement in production 
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output and steam economy would result in only U gaia 

in pq. Pay is onJ.,y ~ variable nth respect to steam 

economy, or 3% with respect to production output. 

4. Since steam econo;q is the onq important factor con

tl'Olled by the worker, let us see how pay varies with 

steam econOllG" performance. When steam economy perfor

mance is 200% (aotual steam rate = 1.2,) I and other 

factors are average, ealcul.atlonshows that pay rises 

onq 2% (or 40# per dq). That is, a 100% increase in 

steam economy performance gives a 2% increase in P'V. 



APPENDIX B 
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Nams ON A DlNAMIO THEORY (I HUMAN riO'rIVATI(Il 

tv' 
.upheus 1f. Smith 

Prote •• or, N. Y.S. School or. Industrial and Labor RelatioM 
Oomell Un1 verai t7 

'May 21, 19S6 

(The.. not.. are .reproduced here through the courteS)" of 
Profesaor Smith.) 

ThQOries range trom a single need ( •• g., Freud s all human behanor 

18 motivated by the sex drive or some upect ot sex need. Adlers all 

human behavior 11 motivated by the individual's need to teel important) 

to multiple needs (e.g., lists totaling from 2S needs or 80 to more than 

100) • The tormer are too simple to be usable by lqmen, the latter too 

complex. 

2. Ba~!!.!i!.! ¥aalow~ Force Theoa: 

One usable theOl'71fU developed in 1943 by A. H. Mulow, DOW of 

Brandeis Un! verst t7.1 In 19$3-S4, Maslow served as consultant tor the 

Air University, MaDell Air Force Base, Montgomery, Alabama. Hia theory 

1IU adapted tor Air Force training need. and is the huic and most 

important part ot the 19,4 Air Uni versi t,. volume, Principles 2! Leadel'

ehiE..!!S. ~!p!!nt. 2 Maslow further developed the theor:y in his book, 

Mott vation and. Peraona11.2, 19S4 • .3 

;. Self-Motivation - ......................... 
In beginning the study and dis0U88ion of the llaslow-Air Force 

-dynamic theory of human motlvation,tt you should think about yourself 
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and your own motintion, not about motivating other people. "Know 

yourseU- - ,first, last, and all the time. Atter you have tested the 

theory in tems of your own experiences, after you have studied your 

own actions. in terms of the theory, then you will have the pattence and 

hWDi.1it,- to take a look at other people' a behavior in the light ot their 

probable needs. Understanding of this theory mq h.elp you in your super

visory relationships. in your relationships with others in the organi

zation, and' in your personal lite as well. 

4. "! ~QTheoa .2!. Human .Motivation· 

For clarity in explanation, the theor.r is presented. in oversimpli

tied classifications. In actuality, these classifications overlap. 

Mot! "fatton 1s a complex and dynamic phenomenon which cannot be eas1:Qr 

reduced to SUlTlmU7 form. 

The Maslow-Air Force theor.y presents 88 one of its q,potheeea the 

following: 

Almost aU hwa.an needs can be cluaitied under tive headings, 

a continuum ot needs ranging trom basic physical needs to mON 

human and 80cial nHd.I. 

These rive needs are. 

PHYSICAL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. HUlfAI AND SOCIAL --- ....... ---............. 
SURVIVAL 

lEEDS 
SEOURITY 

lEEDS 
BELONG:m(Jl~ AND 

LOVE !fEEDS 
SELF~LIZATI(J; 

NEEDS 

Surv! val need. are the most easily understood mati vations. They include 

the built-in biological needs of the human an.1mal., such as thirst and. hunger. 
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So long as theae needs go unsatisfied, the individual is ~ ttl. concerned. 

with other need.s.. His thoughts and energies are directed toward the satis

faction of survival needs to the exclusion of other need.. In modern Ameri

can society, however, the individual generaJ.4r takes tor granted the satis

taction ot hi' survival needs and is hardly aware of them. 

Secur1 tZ. ,Needs, 

On.ce the individual'lS survival needs are satisfied to at least a 

min1nnmt d.~e) his dominant neede beco!nEt security needs (called satev 

neede by Maslow). His efforts are directed toward satisfaction in this 

area. Securi t,.. needs include not onl¥ physical safety but also things 

such as economi c securi ty (job tenure, insurance, savings, and pensions). 

The common tendency to prefer the familiar and to look upon ohange wl th 

skepticism are manitestllt10ns of se<n.1rl t,.. needs. Here again, howe ... r, 

most Americans are relatively u.naware of their security needs because 

many of them are adequately met. 

Belo~es8 .and Love Needs 

When the 1nd1 vidual has m1n1lftUm satlsfactionot his aurv1 val and .e

curity needs, belongingnea. and love ne.d. become !!lOst important to him. 

These are the needs tor love, acceptance, and approval by others. '8elong

Ingness and love needs have two aspect... "inaide" and "outside!!. The 

inside aspeet is the individual's desire to be loved and accepted b7 a 

small, intimate group-his fami17 and a tew very close friends. The out

side aspect 1s the individual's need tor acceptance by persona outside 

this small intimate group-thos. with whom he works and those in social 

groups to which he belong,. Belongingnesl and love needs might be 
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considered en tical in the Un! ted states (and elsewhere) because the 

aajority of personalitY' problema appear to rise from lack of satisfaction 

ot these needs. 

Esteem .N eedas 

The individual whose survival, security, and. belongingness needs are 

sattstled in at least minlmum fashion then becomes concerned with esteem 

neede-the need tor recognition and status. Although esteem needs are re-

lated to belongingness needs, the latte%, are more or 1es. pun ve. Est._ 

needs involve the act! ve tavorable %'ea.Qtions of others. Like belongingnesl 

needl, esteem needs have an outside and an inside aspect. the outside as-

pect i, the ind.i vidual's need for the respect and recogni tlon or others J 

the inside aspect 18 the indi vidual' a desire tor sell'-respect or selt-

8steem. 

selt-Realization leeds 

U. the surri. val, ,sour! ty J belongingness and love J and eateem need. 

are all satistied. to at least a min1Bmm degree, the individual's dominant 

need becomes selt-realization (called aelf-aotuallaat1on bY' Maslow). This 

need is directed toward the lndi vidual f" selt-f'ultillment, hi. desire to 

become hie best self'" to realize his capabilities to the fullest. The 

tollow;LItg sayings appear to reflect the8e needs I 

'*The Kingdom of God 1s within you." 
"Become what thou art P - Nietlsch. 
"What a man can be, a man must be. It 
"aeallle ;your fullest growth potential.1t 

Maslow's speculative portrait ot The selt-Realizer (The Selt

Actualizer) J itA Portrait of Psychological Health.," 8.8 adapted: 
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Relation to realit7t sees things as they a.re, not as he 

hopes they are, not as he tears they are 

toTe tor human! ty 

Acoeptance (or selt, others, the universe) 

Spontaneity 

Problem.-centered, not person-centered 

Detachment (need tor privacy) 

Autonomy (independent or culture am enviroament) 

Freshness or appreciation ot everybody and everything; 

"?hl;.losophical, unhostile sense of humor 

CreatiTane'8 

Awareness ot his awn personal weakn.esses and llm1 tatlona 

* * * '* * * 

In tho Uu1ow-Air Force theory, three additional hypotheses stem 

trom . the above t1V8 categories ot need. and their relat! va priority. 

These hypothese. aret 

A. The five needs come into an individual's consciousness and 

demand aatlataot1on aocording to the following priority. 

(1) survival need., (2) security needs, (,) belongingn.esa 

and love neede J (4).ate_ needa, and finally (S) .8lt

realization needs. For example, an individual is not con

cerned with nor can he be appealed to in terms of esteem 

needs until he haa minimum and continuing satisfaction of 

his survival, security, and belongingnes8 and. love needa. 
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B. At any given t.i::ne in an individual's life, all rive needs are 

present, but one need is dominant or most powerful. The in

d! vidual f s first unsatisfied need in the order ot relative 

priority (see A. above) becomes his dominant need.. 

C. A critical change in the individual, in the external situ

ation in which he finds hiueli. or in both may cause a shitt 

ot that individual's dominant need along the continuum. 

According to the Maslow-Air Force theo17, all f1 ve of' the above needs 

are always present in the ind1 vidual. He directs his behavior toward 

satiafying the need that is dominant at any given time. Though an in-

di vidual' 8 behavior may not seem. lOgical to an observer, that behavior 

has a cause (the· dominant need or the individual) and a goal or purpose 

(the satistaction ot that need). the term motivatIon therefore reters to 

a d.7namiCproces8 s the needs of the ind1 vidual, his behavior, the goals 

toward whie.~ his behavior is directed, and the energy released in the 

individual for the aooomplishment of those goala. The energy of the in

dividual increases with the intensity of his needs. 

In considering this theory, it is important to :remember that these 

£1 va needs merge into each otber and that there is no clear line of de

marcntlon betwen them. The indiVidual's dominant ne9d mq change within 

a reati vell" shQrt period of time, and. he DlS.7 be motivated by different 

needs in different situations of h~s daily ille (at home, on the job, 

wi th social groupe). the individual t. behavior generally' gains at least 

partial satisfaction ot lllore than one need at a time. It 1s therefore 

not easy to determine trom the behavior ot an 1nd1 vidual what hie dominant 
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need is. The tact that many basic needs are present 1n the individual 

(even though only one is dominant at 81J.Y one time) and the fact that all 

of theft needs influence the behavior of the indi vidual constitute an ex

planation of the complex and dynamic nature or hu.1J18n motivation and. ot 

the resultant behavior. 
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